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This thesis presents method for reconstructing and measuring the profile of a blast metal plate. 
Among the many methods in computer vision, stereo vision using two cameras is chosen 
as the range finding method in this thesis. This is because it is a non-contact method and 
hence eliminates the need to calibrate moving parts. A stereo-rig consists of two calibrated 
cameras and hence gives two view geometry. Stereoscopic reconstruction relies on epipolar 
geometry to constrain the relationship between the views. The 3-D point is then estimated 
using triangulation of the corresponding points from the two views. 
The blast plates that are reconstructed have highly reflective surfaces. This causes a problem 
due to specular reflection. This thesis further studies the reflective properties of the metal plate 
surface. 
Different methods of scanning the plate using the stereo-rig are investigated. The reconstruc-
tions obtained from these methods are analyzed for accuracy and consistency. Since low cost 
cameras are used in constructing the stereo-rig, the point cloud data obtained is further in-
vestigated for consistency by aligning different instances of the reconstruction. This is done 
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This thesis falls under an area of surface reconstruction in computer vision. Computer vi-
sion is a combination of artificial intelligence and image processing and is used to generate 
3-D models of real world objects from images on a computer [6]. Vision techniques have 
improved and been adapted to suit specific applications. They are used extensively in a wide 
range of industries. Practical machine vision applications include surface reconstruction, auto 
navigation and bio-medical presentation of anatomical parts, eye/gaze tracking, lip reading, 
and the tracking and recognition of human gestures [5]. The theory of surface reconstruction 
is becoming common in the research field of computer vision, because it makes for easier and 
faster study of structures. 
Over the years, new image processing methods have been researched and developed and these 
are being used for surface reconstruction and object measurements. One of these methods is 
stereo-vision using a laser triangulation scanner. This is a non-contact method; its popularity 
is based on the robustness and on the level of precision attainable [11]. Hence this is the 
method chosen to create surface reconstructions of specified objects in this thesis. The accu-
racy of the laser scanner is largely dependent on the cost of its components, i.e. the higher the 
cost, the better the quality of the image, and thus the better the reconstruction [11] . Even if 
the method is currently only being used on a small scale in the laboratory, it can be optimized 
for larger works since the concept remains the same. 
This thesis therefore present both the process in general and the specific steps that were carried 
out to generate surface reconstructions of blasted metal plates using stereo-vision. From the 
results generated, relevant conclusions are drawn, and recommendations are made with regard 
to future research in this field. 
1.1 Problem description 
The blasted metal plates that were used in the reconstruction were obtained from the Blast 
Impact and Survivability Research Unit (BISRU) of University of Cape Town. The BISRU 
research involves reducing the risk of injury caused by blast events and equipment failure. 
They are also involved in improving survivability through investigation of fundamental prin-
ciples of science and engineering, using experimental, analytical and computational tools to 
understand the mechanics and dynamics of blast and impact loads. 
1.1.1 Deformation and tearing of thin plates subjected to impulsive loading 
The deformation and tearing of materials is carried out in a blasting chamber on the UCT 











materials deform when subjected to different sizes of impulsive loading. One set of experi-
ments studied the effect of underwater explosive forming on fully clamped circular discs of 
various thickness and different materials. Another investigation using several plate materials 
and thickness studied the relationship between deformation and explosive parameters such as 
charge mass and stand off distance [24]. The plates used were about O.6mm thickness and 
made of mild steel. 
There are number of factors that were observed while carrying out the above experiments. 
These include: 
• Observing the dynamic behaviours of the various structures; in this case metal plates. 
The dynamic response of the structure (beams, plates) was measured using various tech-
mques . 
• Analysing the final deformed shape and logging the deflection-time history. These mea-
surements provide a useful guideline for predicting maximum central deflection of im-
pulsive loading and hence predicting when maximum tearing will occur. 
1.1.2 Blasting process 
Methods of impulsive loading used include: air pressure waves created by explosives devices; 
direct impulsive loading using plastic sheet explosives and ballistic pendulum; and spring 
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Figure 2: Schematic layout of ballistic pendulum test rig showing circular holding plate [23]. 
• Ballistic pendulum blasting: The ballistic pendulum is structured as shown in Figure 
1. The experimental plate is rigidly clamped on the front of the pendulum as shown in 
Figure 2. Layers of Dupont sheet explosives of thickness 0.4mm each are applied to the 
clamped beam [23]. 
The explosion is initiated at the center of the test specimen by means of a pigtail leading 
back to a standard detonator blast. The recorded pendulum swing gives a direct indica-
tion of the maximum potential energy of the system [23]. The potential energy is used 
to calculate the maximum velocity of the whole pendulum system and hence gives a 
measure of the applied impulse. The beam is protected by a layer of Neoprene. 
1.1.3 Blasting experimental discussion 
From tests carried out the following analysis were made: 
The magnitude and shape of the deformed plate depends on the size and form of the impul-
sive loading. From the many experiments carried out, the deformation of a structure can be 
predicted. Through repeatability with more that 200 tests a conclusion on deformed shapes 
can be made. This result can be used to predict deformation of materials before blasting so as 
to know which material can be reliable in a given working environment. 
In industrial or in laboratory experiments, when structures are subjected to blast loads, they 
undergo deformations that depend on the type of material used and its characteristics. In 
blasting experiments, metric 3-D measurements of the structures have to be taken both before 
and after the blast event. It would be convenient to be able to take these measurements on site, 
as this would reduce delays and the difficulties involved in transporting the material elsewhere. 
Laser scanners could be used to take these measurements, but off-the-shelf laser scanners are 
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laser line simultaneously. The images captured are processed to extract the co-ordinates of 
the laser line image and the data points extracted are used to calculate the 3-D position of 
the laser line. Although it is easy for the human eyes to judge stereoscopic vision, this is 
not simple or straightforward for a computer. A computer needs to calculate the depth of a 
world point by using images from two cameras. This involves knowing the position of the 
first camera relative to the second through calibration of the cameras. Hence for an accurate 
3-D reconstruction using stereo-vision, accurate calibration of the stereo-rig is required. 
The 3-D model acquired from a two view geometry reconstruction is projective. Projective 
cameras P and P' map world point X to image points x and x' according to x = PX and 
x' = P'X [9]. A matrix describes the projective structure between the two images. This 
matrix is known as the fundamental matrix and its mapping between corresponding points 
x +--+ x' is x'TFx = O. This matrix essentially describes the intrinsic projective geometry 
between two views. Robust methods for determining the fundamental matrix are especially 
important when dealing with real image data. The two sets of image data used to estimate 
the fundamental matrix consist of a comer points of a checkerboard used from the calibration 
process. 
The blast plate is thus scanned after calibrating the stereo-rig. The images captured are then 
processed to detect the co-ordinates of the laser line in the image. The epipolar theory of the 
mapping x f---+ I' [9] is used to obtain corresponding points from the two images of the line. 
These corresponding points are then used in the triangulation process when estimating the 
3-D model of the plate. 
1.3 Purpose and limits of thesis 
The aim of this thesis was to investigate stereo-vision as a technique to obtain 3-D surface 
reconstructions of objects specified by the BISRU research group. Software to implement 
the stereo-vision technique was required. Furthermore, it was necessary to determine the 
level of accuracy that could be achieved by using the suggested technique and the developed 
prototype. However, a number of problems were encountered during the attempts to achieve 
the desired outcomes, namely: 
• High resolution equipment is very expensive, and therefore low quality CCD cameras 
were used to construct the prototype. These create low resolution images of 480 x 640 
pixels. Poor quality images were thus produced during the scanning process, which 
caused difficulties in the detection of the laser stripe image. 
• The specified object (blast plate) that was reconstructed had a poor reflective index 
because of its surface properties. On certain parts of the blast plate, no visible laser 
image could be captured. This led to loss of data during the scanning process. In order 
to avoid this problem, the plate was thinly painted with a matte colour. 
• Scanning of the plate was done in a controlled light environment. Daylight was blocked 
out using blinds whereas the other light sources were controlled using filters. This 











• Stereo-vision depends on the scope of view of two cameras. The cameras thus have 
to be placed in a position such that maximum view of the object is seen by both cam-
eras. Wider surface reconstructions are at times hard to obtain, depending on the curva-
ture/occlusion of the object. If a larger view of the object is needed, then the object is 
moved further away from the scanner. However, this reduces the resolution of the 3-D 
model, thus reducing its quality. 
1.4 Outline of thesis 
The layout of this thesis follows the systematic steps that were taken to arrive at the final 
goal of this project. One of the difficulties experienced when scanning a metal surface is 
the specular reflection that occurs when a laser light is directed towards the surface. Surface 
properties of objects affect their reflection properties. Chapter 2 gives some insight into these 
surface properties and how an incident beam behaves when it strikes a surface. From the 
surface properties an object is grouped as either having specular reflections or Lambertian 
reflections. The surface properties determine the type of range finding method that can be 
used on the object. 
Different methods that can be used to generate a 3-D model of an object are discussed in 
Chapter 3. These methods are characterized according to their properties and steps needed to 
carry out the experiments. Some of these methods include passive and active range finding. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the methods are given to show why the method was 
chosen for this research. 
In Chapter 4 the working of a pinhole camera is presented. The chapter further explains the 
relationship between what is observed in the camera images and what is seen in the world. 
Further the concept used to mathematically relate two corresponding points (which are used 
in the linear triangulation) in order to calculate a world point is explained. This is defined as 
epipolar geometry. 
Chapter 5 describes the process involved in calibrating the stereo-rig using the Matlab camera 
calibration toolbox [4]. The intrinsic parameters obtained from calibration are defined and 
these are further explained to show how they are used in modeling in the camera. This chapter 
further explains how to obtain the orientation, i.e. rotation and translation, of a view point in 
multiple view geometry with reference to another point. Problems experienced and solutions 
found in using real cameras are discussed. These include reducing lens distortion. 
The Iterative Closest Program (ICP) algorithm was used to align two different reconstructions 
to show that two reconstructions are consistent. The literature and methodology relating to 
this algorithm is discussed in Chapter 6.1. The ICP algorithm aligns two sets of data by 
minimizing the overall mean-squared distance metric between the two sets of data points. 
The transformation required to align the two sets is applied to one set and the mean-squared 
distance between data points is calculated. Another transformation is estimated from the 
information of the mean-squared distance and applied to the data again. This is repeated until 











reaches its local minimum. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of the algorithm are 
gIven. 
The system's design and setup is explained in Chapter 7. The steps taken in calibrating the 
system are explained in detail. Since a rigid rig is constructed for the scanning, initial posi-
tioning of the cameras is crucial before calibration. The steps taken in operating the rig are 
given as well as the procedure taken in processing the captured images in order to extract the 
coordinates of the laser stripe. 
Chapter 8.1 presents the results obtained from the reconstruction and the analysis of the find-
ings. These are presented in the form of images, and the measurement taken are tabulated. 
The error between expected height and the measured height of the blast plate profile is anal-
ysed and discussed. The possible causes of the errors obtained are listed and solutions are 
gIVen. 
Checking of the system's accuracy is presented in Chapter 9. Different measurement tests 
were done on a wooden box. The investigations done on the reconstructions were to check 
that the correct length of an object can be obtained and that the angle between planes hold. 
The re-projection error was also calculated for the different reconstructions and is discussed. 
In Chapter 10 the ICP algorithm is used to further analyze the consistency of the reconstruc-
tions obtained, by checking how close two sets of reconstruction align. In order to carry this 
out the ICP algorithm was tested on 2-D randomly generated data. This was then further up-
graded to 3-D randomly generated data. The algorithm is also used on the measured data set, 
in this case the point cloud data of the metal plate. The results obtained in terms of average 
RMS distance error, number of iterations used and total time taken to carry out the algorithm 
are tabulated, analysed and conclusions are made. Finally, Chapter 11 draws conclusions on 











2 Reflective surfaces and their geometric properties 
The aim of this section is to qualitatively describe the effect of specular reflections in stereo-
vision. Computer vision can benefit from the understanding of surface behavior of different 
materials. In [22] it is explained that many of the machine vision problems involve analysis of 
an image and are a result of poor light reflection. The visibility of a point in an image depends 
on its ability to reflect incident light in the direction of the camera/sensor. This is known as 
the point's reflectance [22]. 
Optical properties of the surface determine the quality of the surface reconstruction. An ideal 
surface is a Lambertian surface with a high reflective index [12]. Laser scanning of a surface 
with a mirror-like reflection is a challenging task and many metal objects have this property. 
Although the physics and geometry governing specular reflection can be accounted for as 
explained in [20], the visual interpretation of specular surfaces is still an ongoing research 
topic [21]. Some researchers eliminate surface related problems by painting the object so 
as to ensure that the surfaces reflect the light source diffusely [14], but this is not always 
desirable. 
Many objects of importance in industry have specular reflecting surfaces. In this project the 
prototype that has been developed to make a surface reconstruction of a blast plate is a laser 
scanner. It has proven difficult to scan an unpainted blast plate because ofthe plate's surface 
properties. 
2.1 Types of radiances from an object 
This section looks at how light behaves once it hits a surface, i.e. through reflection. The 
surface can be decomposed into three primary reflection components, namely a diffuse lobe, 
a specular lobe and a specular spike [20]. 
A presentation of this explanation can be viewed in Figure 4. The sum of the three lobes deter-
mines the surface radiance detected by the viewer for a specific position. For smooth surfaces 
the specular spike component is larger than the specular lobe component. As the surface be-
comes rougher the specular spike reduces and the specular lobe increases. An object's surface 
is able to reflect light due to two factors: reflection due to the object's body, and reflection due 
to its surface. These are further discussed below as read from Nayar et al. [22]. 
2.1.1 Reflection due to the surface of the object 
Reflection due to surface ofthe object occurs at the boundaries between materials such as two 
dielectrics. Surface reflection can be broken down further into two components. These are 



















Figure 4: Polar plots of the three reflection components as a function of the viewing angle 
for a fixed source direction [22]. 
• Coherent! reflection obeys the mirror-like laws of reflection. This component is also 
defined as the specular spike in Nayar et al. [22]. In this reflection the surface vari-
ations are smaller than the wavelength of light hence coherent reflection occurs and 
predominates . 
• As the wavelengths become smaller compared to the variations of the surface (i.e. the 
surface becoming rougher), the coherent component weakens and the incoherent com-
ponents dominate. The incoherent component spreads in directions other than the spec-
ular spike. The spreading depends on the roughness of the surface. This component is 
also termed the specular globe, but in this report it is referred to as specular reflection 
for simplicity [22]. 
2.1.2 Reflection due to the body of the object 
Body reflection is due to internal scattering of light [2]. This is where rays enter the surface 
and due to the surface in-homogeneties, it undergoes multiple reflections and refraction. A 
fraction of the rays emerge from the surface. Because of the non directional nature of the 
rays this is known as diffuse reflection. Diffuse reflections are sometimes assumed to be 
1 Coherence refers to the predictability of the phase of reflected light waves with respect to the incident light 












Lambertian. but Oren and Nayar [21J developed a reflectance model to show that this is an 
incorrect assumption when considering rough surfaces. 
2.2 Geometric properties of highly reflective surfaces 
Depending on the incident ray, the reflected ray will either be intense (i.e. easily noticeable) or 
weak. This section presents some of the terms used to account for the reflected ray's intensity. 
Radiometric terms that are related and used to define properties of reflective surfaces are 
presented below, as discussed in [22 J. Detailed derivations and descriptions of these terms are 




Figure 5: The geometry needed to define radiometric terms l22]. 
In Figure 5, the source of light is assumed to lie in the x - z plane and it is defined by the 
angle 8,. The monochromatic flux dif>, is incident on the surface area dAs from the direction 
8,. Some of the flux d2 if>1' is reflected in the direction (e,.. if>r) [22]. The irradiance (the density 
of radiation incident on a given surface) Is of the surface is defined by the incident flux density 
(if>;) over the incident area (dAs), 
(1) 
The radiance, Ln is the flux density of emitted energy per unit solid angle and per unit pro-
jected area of the radiating surfacc. In the direction (e,.. if>r) it is defined as 
d2 if>r 
L=-----
s dAs cos erd0v'1' 
(2) 
The bi-directional reflectance distribution function 11' of a surface is the measure of how bright 











measure is defined as 
(3) 
As explained in [22], the way in which light is reflected off a surface depends on the micro-
scopic shape characteristics of the surface. A smooth surface tends to reflect incident light in a 
single direction while a rough surface will scatter the incident light in all directions as shown 
in Figure 6. In Figure 6(b), the reflected ray from the rough surface is dispersed in multiple 




















Figure 6: Rays reflected off (a) a smooth surface and (b) a rough surface. 
directions. This means that for an image ray to be visible in a sensor the model of the surface 
has to be known so as to predict where to place the sensor. 
2.3 Implications of intensity of a point and inaccuracy in stereo analysis 
The amount of light reflected off a surface depends on the incident beam and the type of 
material of the surface. An observer will see a percentage of the reflected beam depending on 
the amount of light that was absorbed, transmitted, scattered off the material, or the angle at 
which the observer is from the surface. 
The total intensity at a point in a scene is a sum of the intensity due to diffuse and specular 
reflections [21]. Hence, given a pair of corresponding images, the intensity at corresponding 
points is different because each component varies due to the change in viewing direction. 
This is sometimes the reason why an image point is easily viewable in one sensor but not in 
the other. If the detection of a point is incorrect, this can lead to false calculations of depth, 
consequently leading to inaccurate results. An example of such a result is shown in Figure 7. 
In Figure 7, it is shown that the virtual features of a point (when matched) produce the wrong 
depth estimation of that point on the sphere. The estimated depth is at point X. Depending 
on whether a surface is concave/convex the estimated depth will either be below/above the 
surface [21]. Distinguishing between a virtual feature and a real one is not an easy task since 
the photometric properties, e.g. brightness, colour and polarization of both features could be 
identical [14]. Several techniques have been developed to recover the shape of a specular 












Figure 7: An example to show that specular surfaces can cause existing shape recovery algo-
rithms to produce results that do not lie close to the desired result [21]. 
of a specular surface to iteratively recover shape, and developing an irradiance map of the 
illumination to compute the surface that will minimize discrepancies between rendered and 
measured images [13]. 
Methods developed in Ikeuchi [10] show that surface reconstruction of specular objects using 
photometric stereo are possible. This method different from the methods used in the prototype 
that has been developed for this research (i.e. stereo-vision using a laser scanner). Ikeuchi [10] 
describes photometric stereo as the process of determining the local surface orientation of 
specular materials from intensity information under different illumination but from the same 
view position. This is further explained as: 
A pair of images of the same object are obtained from the same viewpoint while 
varying the direction of incident illumination. Different pairs of reflectance maps 
are obtained, because the reflectance map depends on the direction of the light 
source. Hence surface orientation is determined locally with the help of intensity 
pairs recorded at each image point as an intersection of constant brightness lines 
on reflectance maps [10]. 
Figure 8 shows images of a laser line when projected on three different surfaces. Image A is 
an ideal situation, were the image of the laser reflection is clear for each laser scan. Image 
B and C are laser images of reflection obtained from specular surfaces. In images B and C, 
multiple peaks (laser reflections) are observed in the same camera scan. This makes it difficult 
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larger compared to the wavelength, the incident light will be scattered in all directions. A 
surface can appear rough or smooth depending on the wavelength of the incident light, or the 
angle at which it hits the surface. An example of this case is shown in Figure 9. The laser 
beam is directed towards the blast plate. The reflected beam is clearer on the flat area of the 
plate and the lower part of the dome. When it hits the upper section of the dome at a different 
angle, the reflected beam is scattered and is seen as white light. 
2.4.2 Lambertian surfaces 
A Lambertian surface [22] appears equally bright from all directions, which means its appear-
ance is independent ofthe viewing direction. As explained in [22] there are two mechanisms 
for producing a Lambertian surface. These are explained below: 
• In one mechanism the incident light is reflected many times by the surface's irregulari-
ties before it is scattered into space. The multiple reflections occur in a random manner 
resulting in scattering oflight in all directions as shown in Figure lO(a). 
• The other mechanism occurs when the incident light encounters microscopic non-homog-
eneties once it has penetrated the surface. These irregularities cause internal reflection 
as illustrated in Figure 1 O(b). The incident light ray is repeatedly reflected and refracted 
at the different boundaries between the differing refractive indices/regions. Some of the 

















(b) Internal Scattering 












2.5 Surface related problems encountered in range sensing 
In [21] Oren presents some of the issues associated with surface-related properties in range 
sensing. Of the various surface properties, specularity is the most problematic. This poses the 
question as to how accurately the image in the sensor corresponds to the actual feature of the 
object. The ambiguity that specular surfaces introduce in image analysis is whether an image 
feature is real or virtuaL A real image feature corresponds to a physical scene point such as 
a surface marking, while a virtual image is the reflection, by the specular surface, of another 
physical point [21]. 
Specular surfaces can cause inaccuracy in image processing. For example, if a prototype to 
track an object is built for a particular ecological system, and ifthere are any specular surfaces 
in the vicinity, their reflections move with the change in light even though they themselves are 
stationary. Hence with the change in angle of observation there is change in the position of a 
stationary obj ect according to the prototype. This will lead to inaccurate tracking. 
2.6 Related works on surface reconstruction and measurement of spec-
ular objects 
Several techniques have been developed to recover the shape of a specular surface using il-
lumination/structured light. Some of these include multiple viewpoint images of specular 
surface to iteratively recover shape [13], developing an irradiance map of the illumination to 
compute the surface that will minimize discrepancies between rendered and measured im-
ages [29] and binocular stereo [2]. Methods in Ikeuchi [10] show that surface reconstruction 
of specular objects using photometric stereo is possible. 
From the analyses of radiance behavior of types of surfaces given in literature an approach 
of scanning the unpainted plate using a laser spot while changing the angle of incident of 
the laser is investigated. The results were analyzed to check the concept's credibility (i.e. 
scanning while changing direction of light). The next chapter presents three methods that can 











3 Different methods used to obtain range data of an object 
for measurements 
Over the years, research in computer vision and robotics has investigated how to obtain a 3-D 
model of an object using non-contact methods. The following section presents some of these 
methods. The choice depends on the type of surface of the object, or on its accessibility. 
In order to obtain a 3-D model of an object a range point for every accessible point on the 
object is measured using a rangefinder device [26]. These usually use a set of known distances 
or target sizes to make the measurements. Range-finders are used extensively in 3-D object 
recognition, 3-D object modeling, and a wide variety of computer vision related fields. Below 
are different methods of obtaining the range of a point from a reference point in the world. 
3.1 Direct and active methods 
Active range acquisition methods involve a controlled energy beam and reflected energy beam. 
These include ultrasonic, radar, laser and light time of flight estimation and triangulation [16]. 
An example is given below. 
A laser range-finder is a device which uses a laser beam to determine the distance from a 
reflective object. Based on the information received from the echoed laser beam, one can 
determine the position of the reflective surface relative to the laser source [16]. The most 
common form of laser range-finder operates on the time-of-flight principle by sending a laser 
pulse in a narrow beam towards the object and measuring the time taken by the pulse to be 
reflected off the target and return to the sender. 
One of the advantages that laser range-finders offer over other methods of computer vision 
is that the computer does not need to correlate features from two images to determine depth 
information as in stereoscopic methods [26]. 
3.2 Passive monocular image-based methods 
Passive monocular image-based methods include: 
• Texture gradient analysis [26]: A texture gradient is a surface pattern that provides in-
formation about the distance of an object [30]. This is another way of perceiving depth. 
When looking at an image the resolution of the details/texture that is seen decreases 
with increasing distance from the observer. This can be seen in Figure 11 . 
• Photometric stereo [10]: This is where surface normal vectors from reflectance are ana-
lyzed to determine distance. In cases where the analyzed surface is specularlLambertian, 
various steps that best suit the degree of reflection have been developed and researched. 
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Figure 11: Diagram showing perception of depth with change in gradient [30]. 
orientation of specular materials from the intensity information under different illumina-
tion, but from the same viewing point. This method depends on reflectance maps which 
were obtained from previous experiments. Reflectance maps represent the relationship 
between surface orientation and image intensity in gradient space. 
3.3 Motion and multiple relative positions of camera scene 
The above method includes reconstruction from multiple views, stereo disparity and retinal 
flow [26]. Stereo-vision consists of using multiple views of the same point object and geom-
etry of calibrated cameras to estimate the depth of that point object. The method of obtaining 
the multiple views depends on the type of surface being analyzed. In situations where the 
surface is matte (not shiny), structured light is used. Laser scanners using triangulation are 
a popular methods for acquiring 3-D geometry due to their accuracy, simplicity and robust-
ness [11]. There are different setups oflaser scanners. These are listed below. 
3.3.1 Setup comprised of calibrated camera and movable laser plane 
The traditional laser scanner consists of a movable laser and a camera. This is shown in 
Figure 12. A calibrated geometry exists between the plane of the laser light and the camera. 
By using triangulation for the observed laser image and the known laser plane, a single strip 
of depth can be recovered for every scan [11]. The calibration involves static geometry and 
optics as well as actuated components. The relationship between the laser stripe, the shape 
of the laser stripe, and the repeatability and motion of any motorized component must be 
completely characterized in order to produce an accurate depth image [11]. The components 
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Figure 12: Single camera and laser plane [16]. 












Figure 13: Systematic diagram of stereo using multiple camera setup [9]. 
A setup consisting of two calibrated static cameras can be used to locate a laser stripe and 
recover the depth of the un-calibrated stripe swept over the object [11]. Depth is recovered 
through triangulation between the two known viewpoints. This setup minimizes complexity 
as it removes actuated components from the calibration geometry. An image of this setup is 
shown in Figure 13. Since it is hard to ensure absolute repeatability of moving parts, this 











This setup is easier to use the one presented in Figure 12 as it does not includes movable parts 
which are subj ected to wear. 
In [20] Levoy reports that calibration is the most difficult and ongoing problem. The mov-
able components create problems with repeatability and error modeling. The inaccuracy in 
measurements are mainly caused by inaccurate calibration parameters. 
For this thesis the two calibrated camera setup was used to obtain the range of the metal plate. 











4 Camera modeling and epipolar geometry 
This section describes how an object in real world relates to a 2-D image produced by a 
camera. The camera's geometry can be modeled and expressed as a mathematical relation. 
By estimating parameters in these relationships a camera can be calibrated from a reference 
point. 
4.1 Perspective projection of a Pinhole Camera 
In this section the relationship between an object in 3-D and its camera image in 2-D is dis-
cussed using a simple model of pinhole perspective camera. The geometry of a pinhole camera 







Figure 14: Setup for deriving the equations of the pinhole camera perspective projection [5]. 
In Figure 14, consider the co-ordinate system (0, i. j, k) to be a point attached to a pinhole 
camera. The vectors j and i form the basis of a vector plane parallel to the image plane II, 
which is located a distance f from the origin of the pinhole camera. The line perpendicular 
to II and passing through the pinhole is known as the optical axis. Point C' on 7r is the image 
center. This is used as the origin of the image plane coordinate frame and it plays an important 
role in camera calibration [5]. 
In Figure 14, X represents a scene and X' denotes its image with coordinates (:'0, y, z) and 
(.r'. y'. z') respectively. Forsyth [5], shows that if X' lies in the same image plane as C', then 
z' = f Since the three points X, 0, X' are collinear, OX' = A OX where A is a constant. 
From this analysis the geometry in the imaging process is: 
:r' = AX 
, x' y' f 
y = Ai} ¢:} A = - = - = - (4) 
x y z 
f = AZ 















y' = 1~. 
(5) 
However this assumes that the origin of the image is at the principal point. This is generally 
not true in practice. In [9] a practical mapping of 3-D to 2-D is considered to be: 
(6) 
where the principal point with coordinates CL and cy is introduced. This can further be ex-
pressed in homogeneous coordinates as: 
(7) 
where 0 is a skew factor, which is normally zero. The parameter Ct is further explained in 
section 5. From the above mapping the camera calibration matrix K is then expressed as: 
[
1 (} CL] 
K = 1 Cy 
1 
(8) 
The relationship between the image coordinates Ximg and the camera point Xcam can then be 
expressed as Ximg = K[I!O]Xcam [9]. Explanation from X w1d to Xcam is explained in section 
4.2. Explanation of the camera matrix K is given in Chapter 5. 
4.2 Reference frames 
There are different spaces and corresponding reference frames involved in mapping points 
from the world to images. These are explained below. 
4.2.1 World reference frames 
Objects in the real world are known to be in three-dimensions. but the human eye sees 
them in two dimensions. The human vision system helps put the two-dimensions into three-
dimension. This enables a person to know how far an object is from a reference point. The 











reference frame is a right-handed Cartesian coordinate frame consisting of three orthogonal 
vectors of unit length. A point X in the world is specified by an ordered triple of numbers 
using the following notation: 
(9) 
A world point X represented in homogenous co-ordinates by X w1d , is mapped to its camera 
point xcam through the camera matrix P with the following equation; 
Xcam = PXwid (0) 
where both X w1d and Xcam are both homogenous vectors. 
4.2.2 Image reference frame 
There are two image planes associated with a camera. One is the normalized image plane 
when f, the focal distance, is a unit length. The other is the physical image plane associated 
with the camera (i.e. virtual image, image standing upright). This image plane is described by 
the intrinsic parameters of the camera found in K [18]. The intrinsic parameters are obtained 











Figure 15: Image and camera coordinate system [18]. 
4.2.3 Camera reference frame 
For a point in space, a reference frame can be defined to coincide with the pinhole. This ref-
erence frame is known as the camera reference frame. The camera's principal axis coincides 
with the basis vector normal to the image plane [9]. The world reference and camera refer-
ence frame will not coincide because they are separated by transformation brought about by a 











4.3 Epipolar geometry 
This section defines epipolar or two view geometry. In order to understand 3-D reconstruc-
tion, an understanding of the camera's geometry is required. In [5] Forsyth discusses that it is 
impossible to obtain the depth of a point from a single picture along the corresponding projec-
tion ray. However with two or more views, it is possible through triangulation. A discussion 
on what factors to consider in finding the relationship between corresponding image points 
x ¢:} x' and their world point X is presented below (as adapted from [5]). 
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Figure 16: Epipolar geometry of two cameras with optical centers 0 and O. Images x and x' 
of X lie in the same plane (shaded region) [5]. 
Consider an instance of a world point X with point images x and x' obtained from cameras 
with camera centers a and 0'. The point of intersection of the line joining the camera centers 
a and A' with the image plane II', is the epipole e'. This is shown in Figure 16. The images 
x and x' of point object X observed by the two cameras belong to the epipolar plane defined 
by the two intersecting rays OX and O'X. If x and x' are images of the same point, then x' 
must lie on the epipolar line associated with x, namely I' [9]. This epipolar constraint plays a 
fundamental role in stereo-vision. The most difficult part in stereo data analysis is establishing 
correspondence between points in two images [5]. 
Assuming that the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera are known from calibration 
and using the epipolar geometry the following equation is obtained; 
Ox· [00' x O'x'] = O. (11) 
This coordinate-independent equation can be written in association to the first camera as 
x . [t x Rx'] = O. (12) 
x = [v, L'. I]T and x' = [IL', v', IV denote the homogenous image coordinates ofx and x' [5J. 
The vector t is the coordinate vector of the translation 00', that separates the two coordinate 
system in the two cameras. R is the Rotation matrix such that a vector v in the second camera 











where F is the fundamental matrix. F can also be used to define the relationship between the 
two camera calibration matrices as: 
(14) 
For normalized cameras equation 13 can be written as: 
(15) 
E is the essential matrix, and x and x' are the normalized image coordinate vectors. Nor-
malization is a situation where points are referred to the normalized image plane [9]. The 
relationship between normalized points and points that have not been normalized is shown 
below: 
x = Kx and x'=K'x'. (16) 
For a case with more than two views e.g. a three-view situation, each camera pair is defined 
by an epipolar constraint: 
(17) 
Here Eij denotes the essential matrix associated with the different images. These constraints 
are not independent of each other since e§l E12e32 = e12 TE31 e21 = e2:?E:31 e21 = O. Further 
explanations can be found in [5]. Further properties of F and E and how they relate to 3-D 
reconstruction are explained in Section 4.4. 
4.4 The fundamental matrix F 
The fundamental matrix is the algebraic representation of the epipolar geometry [9]. For a 
pair of matching points in two images F is defined by the equation [9] 
(18) 
At least seven pairs of corresponding points are required to compute the fundamental matrix. 
This is because for a given two-view geometry, the fundamental matrix F has to be a homo-
geneous matrix of size 3 x 3, which has nine elements. However, the common scaling of 
the elements is not significant, which eliminates one degree of freedom. A further constraint 
is that the determinant of F is zero, which means that F is not invertible. This eliminates a 
second degree of freedom. From this anal ysis the fundamental matrix F has 9 - 2 = 7 degrees 
of freedom. Hence a minimum of seven pairs of corresponding points is needed to estimate 
the fundamental matrix. 
In [9] it is further explained that with seven corresponding points a non-linear solution of 











This point correspondence enables the equation to be resolved using a least-squares solution 
(SVDf. With exactly eight points it is possible to get a unique solution. The 8-point algo-
rithm from [9] is used in this project to compute the fundamental matrix. In order to have 
a proper working method, the input data (corresponding points x and x') should be properly 
normalized before constructing the Equation 19 [9]. 
Since the fundamental matrix is the algebraic presentation of the epipolar geometry it is used 
in point correspondence. Given two corresponding images, for an image point x in Image 1, 
there exists a corresponding epipolar line I' in the other image. On this line I' lies the cor-
responding point x'. The mapping defining this constraint is x f----+ I' and its mathematical 
equation is [9]: 
I' = Fx. (19) 
4.5 The Essential Matrix 
The essential matrix is the specialization of the fundamental matrix of the case of normalized 
image coordinates x' and x. The fundamental matrix can further be thought of as the essential 
matrix in which the assumption of calibrated camera matrix (K) is removed. In [9], Hartley 
and Zisserman show that normalized points are image coordinates, obtained from the camera 
matrix, where the effect of the calibration matrix K has been removed. The results from this 
are that the camera matrix K becomes K = I (identity matrix). The mathematical presen-
tation of the normalized points become x = [RltlX. The nine coefficients of the essential 
matrix are parameterized by the three degrees of freedom of the rotation matrix R and the two 
degrees of freedom defining the direction of the translation vector t. The defining equation 
for corresponding normalized coordinates x +---+ x' is 
AT 
x' Ex = o. (20) 
Compared to the fundamental matrix, the essential matrix has fewer degrees of freedom, 
namely five, and more constraints [9]. One of the constraints of an essential matrix is that 
two of its singular values are equal and the third is zero. This contributes to the reduction in 
its degrees of freedom. 
4.6 Obtaining the camera matrices P and P' 
The camera matrix is a 3 x 4 projective matrix. The method used to compute a camera 
matrix is known as resectioning [9]. The camera matrices needed in a 3-D reconstruction 
can be estimated from point correspondence of 2-D image points to 3-D points. It is usually 
advisable to work in a normalized coordinate frame. Normalized camera matrices can be 
estimated from the essential matrix E. These are called normalized because the effect of the 
calibration matrix K is removed. 











For a given set of data from two views, the first normalized camera matrix P is positioned 
at the origin and it is symbolized by the identity matrix, P = [110]. The second normalized 
camera matrix pi = [Rlt], is obtained from the decomposition of the essential matrix, E [9]. 
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is used in the decomposition of E. From this decompo-
sition the results of four possible matrix solutions of pi are obtained. The solutions obtained 
from the decomposition can place the 3-D point of x = piX in four possible positions: be-
hind both cameras, in front of both cameras, behind camera one but in front of camera two, or 
behind camera two and in front of camera one. The correct matrix is the one that corresponds 
to a positive depth of corresponding points (i.e. in front of both cameras). 
4.7 Triangulation of the corresponding points 
After obtaining corresponding points, their depth is estimated using triangulation. Consider 
Figure 16: from the epipolar constraint x' corresponds to the epipolar line 1, hence x <--+ x' are 
corresponding points. For the two rays back-projected from images, x and x' lie in a common 
epipolar plane and intersect at point X on the plane. Because of the error found in estimating 
x and x', the back-projected rays may not intersect. A method that finds a point in the world 
that projects back into the image closely as possible to the original image points is needed. A 
representation of this is shown in Figure 17 . 
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Figure 17: Image showing triangulation error. 
The method must also be invariant to transformations of the appropriate class [9 J, i.e. 
(21) 
where T is the triangulation method and H is the transformation. Such a triangulation process 
is projective-invariant. This method minimizes the image distances Crl - x~) and (X2 - x~). 
There are a number of methods used to obtain point X. The method used in this project is 











5 Camera calibration 
Camera calibration in the context of three dimensional reconstruction is the process of deter-
mining the internal camera geometric and optical characteristics (intrinsic parameters) and/or 
the 3D position and orientation of the camera frame relative to a certain world coordinate 
system (extrinsic parameters) [28]. When cameras are calibrated this makes the task of re-
covering a scene simpler. Cameras are said to be calibrated if the mapping between image 
coordinates and directions relative to the camera center are known. 
The calibration process allows calculation of both the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters i.e. 
focal distance coordinates, principle points, radial and tangential distortions. The extrinsic 
values include positions and orientations with respect to an absolute reference system. 
In order to obtain the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters a readily available Matlab camera 
calibration toolbox was downloaded from [4]. 
5.1 Intrinsic camera parameters 
As discussed in section 4, in an ideal pinhole camera a representation of a perspective image is 
characterized by parameters called the intrinsic parameters. These are listed below as obtained 
in [3]: 
• The x co-ordinate of the center of the camera, in pixels (cx ) 
• The y co-ordinate of the center of the camera, in pixels (cy) 
• The focal length, in pixels (f) 
• The skew coefficient defining the angle between the x and y pixel axes, Q 
• The aspect ratio(s) 
The presentation of the intrinsic parameters is in the form of a matrix and this is shown below. 
[
1 Q Cr] 
K= 0 1 C y . 
o 0 1 
(22) 
The skew parameter 0: is assumed to be zero. It is non zero when there is skewing of the 
pixel elements in the CCD array, such that the x- and the y- axes are not perpendicular. The 
aspect ratio s is assumed to be 1 [4]. When using the Matlab calibration toolbox, the intrinsic 
camera matrix is provided as as variable K K, after calibration. This matrix is used to convert 











relates a point on the normalized image plane as 
(23) 
5.2 Extrinsic camera parameters 
The extrinsic camera parameters consist of the rotation matrix R and the translation vector 
t [3]. The camera extrinsic parameter rotation matrix, R (3 x 3) and translation vector, t 
relate a point in a world coordinate system to a point in the camera coordinate system. Given 
a point in space X = (:r; y; z) and a point on the camera reference frame Xc = (xc; Yc; zc), 
the relation between the two points is [3]: 
(




Real cameras deviate from the pinhole camera in several ways. One of these is that in terms of 
camera calibration, each image point corresponds not to a single ray from the camera center, 
but to a set of rays from across the front of the lens all converging on a particular point on 
the focal plane. The effects of this can be minimized by making the camera aperture small. 
Another difference is that due to various constraints in manufacturing, straight lines in the 
world imaged through a real lens become curved on the image plane. This is known as lens 
distortion. 
5.3 Lens distortion in cameras 
Distortion exists in an image but cannot generally be seen by the naked eye. In cameras radial 
distortion becomes prominent with a decrease in focal length. There are mainly two kinds 
of radial distortion: barrel distortion and pincushion distortion [28]. Barrel distortion is due 
to the fact that many wide angle lenses suffer from higher magnification in the center of the 
image than at its edges. This causes the image to expand around the center and shrink around 
the edges, forming the shape of a barrel. This is illustrated in Figure 18. The pincushion is 
the inverse effect of the barrel, i.e. the edges are magnified more than the shape . 
••• 
Figure 18: Illustration of lens distortion. The original grid (left), and the effect of barrel 











5.4 Distortion models 
Radial distortion is one of the many aberrations altering the geometry of the projected im-
age [9]. In the Matlab calibration toolbox, the tangential and radial distortions are estimated 
and stored as a (5 x 1) vector kc. In camera geometry an accurate model is one whose model 
is linear which means the world points, image points and optical center are all collinear. 
In [9], Hartley et. al. explain that an ideal (undistorted) point (Xund, Yund) is related to an 
actual image point after radial distortion (Xd, Yd) by a radial distortion factor. This radial 
distortion is modeled as: 
( Xd) =L(r) (xund) . Yd Yund 
(25) 
where (Xund, Yund) is the ideal image position (which obeys linear projection). For a measured 
point (x, y) with a center of radial distortion as (xc, Ye), the radial distance r can be estimated 
as 
(26) 
L(r) is the distortion factor which is a function of the radius r: 
(27) 
From the above equations for a measured set of points (x, Y), its corrected coordinates (xcc, Ycc), 
can be calculated using 
Xcc = Xc + L(r)(x - xc) 
Ycc = Yc + L(r)(y - Yc). (28) 
After looking at the calibration parameters and their representations the steps taken in cali-
brating the stereo-rig are presented in Section 7. Section 7 further explains the design of the 











6 Registration of data using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) 
algorithm 
6.1 Lntroduction 
Registration of data is the process of estimating a transformation Q, that is applied to two sets 
of data s.o as to bnng the pair to the same co-ordinate system [19J- The registration tcchnique 
used to carry this out is the rep algorithm developed by Besl and McKay [1]. 
The algorithm is used to align data or find proper relative positionmg of digitized data fmm 
lln-fixtured rigid ohjects Wilh an idealized geometric model prior to shape inspection. In this 
algorithm neither extracted features oor curve or surface den'alives are required and the data 
dnes not have to be preprocessed except fi>r removal of statistical outliers [1 ]. 
lep al gorithrn is widely used in alignment of three-dimensional point sets. The lep mecha-
nism is used when point correspondence between iwo data set:; IS required and it is unknown. 
After establishing point correspondence between iwo point data. alignment of the two sets 
possible. The quality of the alignment depends on pairing of good corresponding points from 
the two sets of data. If an object is highly detailed. like the model of the mbbit In Flgure 
18, a high resolution camera is needed to obtain a high quality image of the rabbit so as to 
eventually ohtain a good reconstruction. 
Figure 18: Image of a rahbit reconstruct. d by the Stanford r~,.,arch group \vith high-
resolution cameras [IS]. 
A single reconstruction (from one view) of an object can only contain as many points of the 
scene as it is able to process. In order to obtam a complete scene model, multiple recon-
struction.'; from different views haw to be merged. Registration and integration of the data is 
required to ohtain the merge [19]. In otber cases regi,tration is used to validate two or more 











6.2 The ICP algorithm 
The rcp algorithm involves first solving the closest point problem for a pair of data and then 
determining the transformation Q required to align the two data sets. The transformation is 
applied to one point set and the procedure iterated until convergence is reached. rn [19] it is 
explained that one set is assumed to be a subset of the other data. rf this condition is not met, 
wrong matches are made which negatively influence the convergence of the rcp algorithm. 
The rcp algorithm tries to converge to a minimum with respect to the mean-square distance 
obj ective function [19]. At times even if a good initial approximation of the transformation 
matrix is provided, rcp does not converge to the right solution due to the closest point search 
method. The rcp algorithm has no reliance on feature extraction to establish correspondence 
between views [19]. The method instead relies on establishing closest point pairs. 
6.3 Uses ofICP in image processing 
As [1] already explains, rcp is a method of registering 3-D shapes. Examples of the registra-
tions are listed below: 
• Given a 'model shape' and a 'section data' that represents a certain portion of the model 
shape, the point registration (or common ground) can be obtained with an initial trans-
lation and rotation. rcp can be used to obtain the initial translation. 
• rcp is used to decide the congruence (shape equivalence) of different geometric repre-
sentations. 
• rcp is also used to estimate motion between point sets where the correspondences are 
not known. 
6.4 The working of the ICP algorithm 
The registration starts with two sets of data from different views and an initial estimate of 
the aligning rigid-body transformation [27]. It then iteratively refines the transformation by 
alternately choosing corresponding points in the two data sets and finding the best translation 
and rotation that minimizes an error metric based on the distance between the corresponding 
points. The numerical step by step operation of the algorithm is explained below as adapted 
from [1]. 
6.4.1 Mathematical preliminaries 
Mathematical preliminaries of computing the closest point on a shape to a given point are 











The task in this algorithm is to find the transformation Q that is going to be applied to source 
data X. Q is used to align the data in X' with data in X so that Qx = x' is satisfied where 
x E X and x' E X' [19]. In [19] X and X' are considered as measured and model data 
respectively. Myers [19] explains that Qx = x' is only taken into account when considering 
an ideal situation, i.e. for real data it will not work. This is because factors such as noise that 
affect real data have not been taken into account. 
For real data IIQx - x' 11 2 is instead considered. The distance between the points in X and the 
points in X' is minimized by finding the corresponding closest points in data set X for X'. A 
method that uses quaternions to represent the rotation is used. A method based on singular 
value decomposition can also be used to compute the transformation in data with dimensions 
greater than three. 
Calculation of the closest corresponding point is one of the concepts behind ICP algorithm. 
In order to do this the Euclidean distance between two points from different sets has to be 
known. Let the number of points in X and X' be N x and "Vx' respectively. The Euclidean 
distance between any two points x and x' in each set is cl(X,X') where: 
X=(X1,Y1,zd and X' =(X2,Y2,Z2) 
d(x. x') = Ilx - xiii = J(X1 - X2)2 + (Y1 - Y2)2 + (Zl - Z2)2. 
Hence the closest distance between points in set X and X' is; 




In the following section an abstract on how the algorithm is carried out is given as used in [1]. 
The input data is two sets of digitized points obtained from surface reconstruction using a 
laser scanner. The objective of the algorithm is to minimize the Euclidean distances between 
corresponding points using least squares. The "measured" data set X is moved into best 
alignment with "model" data set X'. The metric distance d between a single data point x and 
a model set X' is denoted by: 
(32) 
Let y denote the closest point in X' such that the minimum distance obtained from x and a 
point from X' is: 
d(x,y) = d(X,X'). (33) 
Let the function to denote the computation of the closest point be O(Nr) and Y denotes the 
resulting set of closest points. C is the closest point operator. Given the resulting correspond-
ing point set Y, the least squares registration is computed as Y = C(X, X'). The "measured" 
data is updated as X = q(X) where q(X) is used to denote the data set X after transformation 











• Point set X and X' are given. 
• An initial rotation matrix and translation is defined relative to the data set X and X', so 
that the final complete transformation can be estimated. 
• The iteration is initialized and the closest points are computed. 
• The registration needed for repositioning of data set X is computed. 
• Registration is applied to data set X and the closest points are calculated again. 
• The iteration is terminated when the change in mean square error of the Euclidean 
distance falls below a given threshold hold T, or when it is stuck in a local minima for 
up to 6 iterations. 
6.S Disadvantages of using the ICP algorithm 
In [1] it is explained that since rep is a non-linear local search algorithm it suffers from many 
problems. These include: 
1. Slow convergence due to shallow error landscape, and the tendency to fall in the wrong 
local minima. The way the corresponding points are selected and the way the metric 
error is minimized playa big role in the rate of convergence and the accuracy of the 
resulting pose. 
2. rftoo many points are used from a featureless region of the data, the algorithm converges 
slowly, could find the wrong pose, or could even even diverge especially in the presence 
of noise [8]. 
3. Poor alignment between points can also be caused by noise. Noise in the input data 
can cause the rep algorithm to converge to a wrong local minima [8]. The frequency 
of the local minima in the error landscape depends on the input geometry and on the 
minimized distance metric. 
4. rep algorithm is susceptible to gross statistical outliers unless a statistically robust 
method is substituted at some point. In this case the outliers are removed or reduced 
before the registration. 
5. From a computational expense point of view rep is highly time consuming because of 
the exhaustive search for the nearest point [19]. 
6. In order to get a near to zero error when using rep algorithm, every point on one surface 







6.6 Advantages of ICP 
Experiments in [1] were carried out aligning different forms of data from previous work; i.e. 
data points, curves, surfaces. From these the following conclusions were drawn. 
• ICP algorithm can handle the full six degrees of freedom in a similar transformation. 
• ICP algorithm is independent of shape representation. 
• It does not generally require smoothing of data as long as the outliers are near zero. 
This is usually the case with non contact sensors used for inspection purposes. 
• If data of dimension greater than three is being dealt with, the quatemion method can 
be substituted for by the SVD algorithm. 
• The cost of aligning a data set can be predicted from complexity in shape of the object. 
If a simple object is being dealt with, there is a better guarantee that the data will settle 











7 System design and functioning 
A las~r rig was d~slgn~d in th~ laboratory to make surfac~ reconstruction> and lake rn~a­
suremellt~ oftht hlast plate. An imag~ of the stereo-rig is shown in Figure 19 The laser 
range ,cannel' rehes on a knuwn calibrakd camera geometry in order lU recom'tl11c\ depth. 
The rr(l<:e~, used in ullihraling the ~lereo-rig using the Matlab toolbox b explained in Sec-
t Ion 7.2. Th~ triangulation prowss r~qUlre, at k,ls t t" 0 viewpoints. The arrangement as ,een 
i ~ Figure 1 (i allO\n triangll hli ,>11 h et"'e~" the two ,"iew rJy:; . thus allowing for the rewnstruc-
tion oh single depth. Ihis is better explained in section 4.3. 
7.1 Obj£'cth£'S of sc:mn£'rs 
l\laximizi~g scanner accuracy while minimizing engintcring ~OSIS is a major large! when 
dcsigning s.cannel,. The bllildmg cosl> ari;:~ Ii'OIll the npensi\e compon~nB (e.g. cameras. 
laser ,elupj and the difficult ~"Iibration requirements lX:edeJ for the setup. 
A choice has to be made bct\H'~n ~~c"ri\cy ,)fth~ recOIlstl11ction and exp~ns~ of the serup. 
Since this projcct is based ,)n r~~·onstluct i on 0 I' surface; using low co,t cameras. Nhn ways of 
~nsuring "<:~lJr"cy of the reUln~lruction ar~ consid~[ed Two of these aspects include prnl"'r 
calibl"~tion Mthe rig. and accurate exlracti()n ~nd delcction ofth¢ la,¢r stlip~. Whe~ caltbrat-
ing the sy,l~m the two majur quantilie~ cardlLlly considered were the re-projection en'or and 
th~ dis(ortlo~ pamm~ler. 
7.1 Calibrating the rig using i\1atlab Tuolbox 
I he M~tlab camera calibration toolhox requires images llf a ('hc,kerboard th~r have bt:en 











checkerboarJ should bc takcn sinlll llaneou,ly by both c"mer~s. Th"" hec~u>e point match-
illg is r~qlLi r~d 10 oht~iTl the rotat] 011 anti translatioll that rclatcs tloe two CaJn~r~5. WheTl tOlling 
Images of the ch.>ckcrboard. as much sp~cc ~s po"i hl~ in Ih~ i mag~ plane is co"ereJ. so as to 
cOll,id~r most of (he plane', eJges ~nJ Cenler '" hcn calcula[ing distortion. Fi gur~ 2 I ,hows 
an example of images used in c"hbr~ti on of one or tile cameras. 
Figure 21: Checkerboard Lm",,", "sed ill Ir.c ""hbTatlOfl of Ihe two camera. 
Each c~mer~ w~s c~lihrJted ,eparalely, All of the images for each iTldiviJual camera were 
r~ad in the [oolho,. TI-.cn comer extraction for e:Jeh che~kerboarJ image j, pcrfofl11cd u,-
ing the corner C<1f~ctioTl engine pro\'itleJ b} Ihe toolbo\, When selecting the oLilline of dw 
chechrbllJrd. "coTlsistent pau~rn should t-...; uscd. i.e. grid point' neeJ to correspond acros, 
[he din"rcnl camera vicws. 
Figur<' ~~: Figure ,j,ow]ng ~'IT1"'lcd ,'Omer on Or'" of the checkerboard im"gc" u·;.cd in e,i, 
bralJon, 
Alkr COrner cxtraction the m"in c"mer" cal i br,,[ion procedLLr~ III the tool box WJ, I"'rformeJ, 











is stored in the toolbox. These are used in estimating the fundamental matrix F using the 8-
point algorithm found in [9]. From the rig calibration using the matlab calibration toolbox, 
the intrinsic camera matrices K and K' where obtained. 
7.2.1 Estimation of the fundamental matrix 
Using the corner coordinates and knowing they are stored according the their corresponding 
points. the fundamental matrix F, which is a representation of the epipolar geometry, is es-
timated as discussed in Section 4.3. The camera matrices of two views can be derived from 
the fundamental matrix. This is because F depends on the projective properties of the cam-
era matrices P and P' as discussed earlier. Since the essential matrix is E = K'FK, E was 
derived from F and used instead. This is because the camera matrices can then be computed 
up to scale. From the estimated essential matrix E, there were four possible solutions for the 
second camera matrix P' given that the first camera is 
P = [110]. (34) 
Using a pair combination of P and one of the four solutions of P', world points X were 
calculated using triangulation. The distance from the cameras to X were then calculated. The 
P' of the four possible P's whose depth is positive, is the correct solution. After choosing the 
correct camera matrix P' for the reconstructed points, 3-D point cloud can be reconstructed 
for the square corner data. 
7.2.2 Validating the fundamental matrix 
In order to check that the estimated fundamental matrix is correct, images of the checker-
board were retaken by the calibrated cameras. The two images were then explored using the 
mapping 
X f--+ 1'. 
For a given point in the first image there is a corresponding epipole line I' in the other image. F 
was used to provide this projective mapping from points to lines using the following equation. 
I' = Fx (35) 
An illustration of this is shown in Figure 23. For a point A in the left-hand image the corre-
sponding epipolar line I' passes through the corresponding point A'. This is the case for point 
B {::} B' and C {::} C'. Throughout the project this test was used to check that the parame-
ters obtained from the calibration were still accurate, i.e. the cameras had not been moved or 
bumped. After calibrating the system the blast plate and other objects used in the project were 











7,3 Designing (If thl' sten'o-rig 
Thc 'icrco-rig 'ysicm "as composed of a p"ir of eCf) carner",. a laser Ime generator and 
>oflwar~ iO control the ilardw"rc anu proce" lhe ,mages as shown jn Figure 20 A ,mall 
ml>olic Iripo..1 which was cOlllm lled by Q computc,- u,in~ "USB port \\as used to movc Ihc 
laser", older to swecp thc obJccl This lripod i, called a lmckcrpod and its movcm~ll l' involve 
p,ll1nin~ ,111J lilling which are controlled th ro ugh programmi ll g. Tile mcasurement procc<s 
docs not requirc ca l i b .. "tion of lhe la",r ligh l sOUrCc. The two eeD calTX'ras were mad~ to race 
ihe ol>ject. Th~ trad..erpxi was placed betwecn Ihe lWO c,moeras and ihe laser was mounted 
on it. Tile tracke rpoJ w,,' prog ,-,llnmed slich thall! mo\-ed a yertical l"sc ,-lin~ horizonlally in 
sm,,11 steps "cross tile Obl~Cl. 
For this project th~ main object analyzed was" I>las t m~I,,1 plat~ "ilh a dome in the middle 
An image of the blast platc is slum n ill ri~ ur~ 2 ... . TIIC domc caused by the I>lasling was a 
source 0 f occlusioll as the plaw was genera lly tbl- -I hc full surr ace re~onstruc tion wa' maJc 
lip of aligned depth lase .. w ire', 
7.-1 FacLO.,s affecting the irtSl' r scanner des i~1l 










rigurr 2-1: Bla.'ted plate ,..,tup 
7.-1.1 Camera positioning 
Simul[atJeous obsenmion of th~ laser line from Nllh views was r~'luireuln onJer to obwin 
corr~sponding laser lill" image c()()[Jill~l~s. In order to obseJ\~ a point simultaneously The 
cameras w~re stationed m an <Ingle I" eaeh rHll<)r depending on lh~ si/.e and formation of tile 
oojeCl king sc~nned. The c~mer~S were TllO\eulmlil an Image of the blast plate was obsened 
and "as central Jllthe tield, 
7 .. .\.2 Las"," line/stripe 
A bser di,xie or "a,'elength fi.'iO",,, aIllI Olllpllt pow", kss lhan 5.".\\' was us~d. The l~ser 
light lS a ocam "f circular cross section with a G~us.si~n intemity prol,le. TI,e heam wa< 
spre~d hy a ~y li ndricall~n< imo" lilin li,le. Tllis still makes tile int~n,ity profile in th~ im~ge 
pl~n." of the C~nl<)ra Gaussian al""g toc wipes. For this project ~ I"ser Ihat produced a line 
was r~adil)' a\'ailable. 
In toc traditional nwtltoct (using a ca l ibr~ ted c~mer~ ~nd bser), the acclLracy of the ,yslem 
is dependent on til<) laser sheet be ing perfecll}' planar. This impli~s Ih~ laser opt ic:; h~,'e to 
oc carcfully cilOsen and precisely mounted with respect to the I~ser. H""eveL in OlLr c~se 
the I~ser plane is not ~alibr~led inl" the sys tem he,lCe lhis Jocs nOl affcctthe aCCllJ'acy. An 
"'~"~llSi\'e laser "as therdore us~d, A th in laser line is desir~ble in tl,.,se ~xl"'rimenb . In 
this case tile litl<' "' ~s ~Nlllt:j pixe ls wide 
7.-1,3 Res"l"tion or SCanne,' 
Th~ resol ulion obtainable by !loc scanncl' d~sign is d~lx;ndent on both the ,,'orking "Olllnle 
and lile C~mera resolution, The C~mer~ that waS used h", a reSOI.,tlOn ot (}40 x 480 pixels in 
e~ch c~ptured im~ge. TI,., working vol um~ dimension< "ere width = 20 cm. /,ei'lM = 3Ccm 
and de }JIlt c.oc m, From 1 hese deWi Is" resolution" as estimated ror our <canner. For ~ller 
>c~lHk'r ",><,1 ulion ill' prelerab Ie if lhe worki nl' ,'olunw l' made sm~ll~1' and higher res"llL!io n 










7.5 Scanning procedure 
A painted metal plate was placed in front of the calibrated cameras. The motion of the laser 
line and capturing of the images was synchronized such that for every movement of the laser 
an image was acquired. A programme in Matlab was created to control this step. Irregular 
motions of the laser merely resulted in irregular sample spacing of the laser line, rather than 
incorrect or noisy depth measurements. Even if the laser plane was swept over the object by 
hand, inaccurate measurements would not result. Irregular stripes would appear because of 
irregular sampling. 
Multiple surface reconstructions of the object are processed for both sides of the metal blast 
plate. In Chapter 10 these are then aligned in order to check for consistency of the reconstruc-
tions. Registration of these views was done in pairs. 
7.6 Data processing 
After scanning and capturing the laser line images, they are converted from a 3 band RGB 
image to a greyscale image with 256 grey levels, where an intensity of I (x. y) = 0 means it 
is black and I (x, y) = 255 white. 
7.6.1 Pre-processing data 
Before epipolar geometry is applied to the image data in order to extract information, it is 
necessary to process the data to ensure that it satisfies certain assumptions implied by the 
theory. These include: 
1. Background subtraction: Before scanning the blast plate, 20 images of the blast plate 
without laser lighting are taken. These are then averaged out using image averaging and 
stored as background noise. For every captured laser image an image subtraction of the 
average background noise is done. This is to ensure that sensor noise does not introduce 
false information. 
2. Peak filtering: Lighting from the laser is isolated from ambient background lighting 
with a medium red filter. The laser stripe produces an approximately Gaussian intensity 
distribution as shown in Figure 25 whose intensity is higher than the surrounding one. 
During scanning surrounding highly reflective objects reflect off rays from either sur-
rounding light or the laser onto the plate. When capturing images of the plates these 
are seen on the images as equally high intensity spots as the laser line. The detection of 
the laser stripe is disturbed by the presence of these undesirable high intensities in the 
scene. Since these undesirable intensities occur in spots of not more than 4 x 4 pixel 
a window filter of 12 x 12 pixels is swept through the image. In areas on the image 
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Figure 25: Figure showing gaussian property of light. 
an intensity of I(x. y) = O. A dark background cardboard is also used to reduce noise 
from lighting of false reflections. 
3. Laser stripe extraction: The image was changed to greyscale using Matlab's im2grey 
which converts the image to HSV and uses the value band for the grey image. The image 
frame at this point is in greyscale. The co-ordinates of the pixels with the intensity above 
the threshold for each row of the image are extracted, assuming that the laser plane runs 
vertically in the image. 
7.6.2 Processing data 
After extracting the coordinates of the laser line, the epipolar geometry was used establish 
point correspondence between the data sets from the two images, and triangulation was used 
to obtain the 3-D position of the laser line in the world reference plane. The steps used in this 
process are explained below: 
1. Stripe processing: After performing the above preprocessing operations, point corre-
spondences are established between the corresponding images. To find corresponding 
points, pairs of images are considered individually. For every point on the laser stripe 
(x) there is a corresponding point (Xl) in the other image. In order to find the corre-
sponding point (Xl), the epipolar line 11 in the other image corresponding to x is searched 
for the position where it crosses the laser line. This point's pixel is checked for the re-
quired intensity. If the intensity is above the required threshold, the pixel is taken as the 
corresponding point Xl. These corresponding points are used to calculate a depth value 
in 3D. 
In order to ensure that the laser line in the right image crosses the epipolar line only 
once, careful positioning of the laser plane is required. When placing the laser on the 











2. High-level processing: At this stage the information has been reduced to a small set 
of threshold intensity value. The data is then used to obtain the depth measurement 
for each point pair. The pixel co-ordinates of the corresponding points are obtained 
from the physical plane. These are transferred to the normalized image plane. The 
relationship between the physical and normalized image plane is 
= [x / z] = [.r] 
XII y/z y' (36) 
where (.r, y) are the normalized coordinates and (x, y) are the points from the physical 
plane. Distortion was taken into consideration and the corrected points were calculated 
using equation 28 where (:r cc , Ycc) were the corrected points. From here the normalized 
points were obtained as; 
(37) 
Code from the Matlab camera calibration toolbox was used to convert the physical pixel 
co-ordinates to normalized pixel co-ordinates. After the points were normalized, these 
were converted to the world points using the transformation x = PX. The depth of the 
laser line was calculated using stereo triangulation between two views. 











8 Rl'sults, analysis a nd discussions 
8.1 Inlrod uct ion 
[his chapter prest"nts and dlsclJ,so::; th" r,,;;ulb obtuin"d 11\ it 3-D r~cl>nstru<:tion of <1 basi, 
\C"lle (bla>t plate). Tl~r" wer~ t"'o typ"" of recon~trlJch()n don", Th~ tirst T~con,truction 
1.1 lma~e of tile "upalnted 1",,-,1 mOl.1 ria\(: I b) I nn~c' of I 1>0 pa;ntl'<i Na;1 mel"1 rl.lIe 
Fill .. r~ 25, J m~ge, or t II(: hla", metal ptl1'" to be recomtructcd. 
was of the unpainted plate in Figure25(a) and the second recon~trlJCtion lVas of the painted 
bla~t plate in 11igure25(b) The rtc"nwlJCtion "fthe plates using a laser spot i, discussed In 
S"ction 83, and I'ecnn\truc\inn u,ind a lawr line" Ji>clJ>s~d bdow in Section 8.1. 
fl.2 3-U reconstruction of the plales using laser line 
Sinc~ th~ blast pial" hn8 pOOl r~A "ctil)n pr~rti"s it was painted to obtain a good slU'iJ.ce 
reconsn'uctron. The pbl~ was p<llnled w]th <I matte b'Tey COIOlll'. Th" thickne" of the plate was 
an aV~Tl\g~ 2mm unpJlnted ~nd In ~verage of 2.c1(~'mm \\'h~n painted. Sinc~ IlK paint was 
thlnly 1 'lY~red ov~r th~ plak. it did not caUE;~ a d"lstic (kviat loil in Ihe re~dings. 
Figures 25(a) <1m] 25(bl sho" the plate, that "ere reconstructed. Tht scene was a hlast plate 
held up by a stand (damp) Th" dim"nsicll1s nfthe square metal plate ar~ shown in Figure 26. 
Reconstructions of both painted and unpainted plate, using a laSCI line \'en: obtained, The 
method used to s,an th~ object and locat" the position of the laser was simple yet effective. 
llowever. a number of difficulties were encoullltrtd in thl~ experiment 
I)i~ad\ antages or the la'fr line findin g met hod: 













Fil/ure 27: The dirnelL'Km, OL the hla,ted plate to he TccomlcUClLXi . 
• 'lbe b,er -.calming method was (}nly u,.,J (}n ,lali(}nary >cen~' a, movement Can cau," 
blurring of the images. Tlus ",as because the camera ",as ;;et to a ii'ame rate o[ one 
irame rer trigg"'"-
'lbe 10lal .canning tim e of lhe plat" took Ju,t under ~ minules. A high-'p""d camera can 
accclel':lte the proces" ~nd lhe laser line int~r'ial ,,~es can be m~de smaller. lhus gdling ~ 
berter ,can with more intormation Pmce><i ng of the data to get the final ,"con,truction took 
aboul 10 minute" 
8.2,1 I{econstructiun> us u re,uit of u,ing u la,er line 
!Jsing the c~lculatcd malrtce;; P ~nd P' a point cloud data oflhe scene WQS obtained Fig-
ures n(a) and nIb) show th e reconstructions orlhe painted plate Irom two different ,mgle, 
in [orrn o[p01nt cl(}ud data , Fig:ur~ nrc) show sur[~c~ prcs~Ilt"lion of the reeonst1l!Clion, 
Reconstruction 01 the unpainted plate are ,hown In Figure 29(a). 2Y(b) and 2Y( c). t "or a pm-
,,) ,0> (,) 
."igur. 2~: .l-U Rcconstru<;tion oitho paint<d plate Irom different vicw, 
ject ivc reconstruction. geometric information such a, m1hogonality of line, and dimen,i(}ns 
,md mllos o[ length ~re n(}t mainl~ined [9], However in The re,ults obtained straight line, 
inters"ct at the corr"Cl places and re'l, "ndicular pbne, are pe'P"ndicuIM. Hcnce The recon· 











~i~ur. 19: .i·f) R~c(lL1S1n",\ion "f the unpainted plale u.,ing a Ja,eT line from din"'T~'nt ",eW,. 
I'econ;;truction obtained is mClric occausc the camel'a matl'ices estimated as explained earliel' 
"r~ ,t> a r~sult of the fundamental matrix and III;, cmn"'J lllalric"" In Ihe proce" of ",lim"ling 
these paramclCrs any form of di,lOrlion is removed. Helice lhi, "liable a metric reconstruction 
to be obl"ill~d, Reconstruction of othe, OOjeCl, were m"de '0 "' 10 "n"lyze the OCCU'""y "nu 
consistcocy of lhe r<xon>lruclion, obiJined frolll this 'C\<Jp. These will be di,cusscd LII Chap-
tor Y Jnd Ill. Th.,c obJ""!' consisted ora tenni, ball and J woo<i.n box_ Each ""an resulted 
in a 30 point cloud data. 
~.2.2 Ulccb uf'-isibility of tlte la,er linr LUlU!:"" 
ror a I'ccons\<'uction of an unpamtcd pial" usmg J lo,er lln~, it was po;"ibk 10 oblain" r~~on­
<lmction of th~ Hal ,enion of It.;, blasl pl"l~ ~ornpa,cd 10 lhc defo,mcd section of the plate 
(Jorn.) u, shown in Figu,e 29, TIlis W"" becau>c Oflhc behavior of light as it wa.' ,.fleeted 
olf dilkr~nt ,urlitc~ section' ofth~ plate. On the Jome, for mosl oflh~ '<Canning, lhcrc wa> 
no las~r image c"pl<"eJ by It.;, lwo camCr" scnsors ,imultallcously. This wa.' b.cause olthe 
reflection propert, of that arca of the plat~. 'Ibe differenl amounl of 3-D poilll cloud d"t" 
Obl"ineJ on e""h seclion W"' due to thc dilTere"t surfacc properti., ofth~ plat~. When the 
rlalC went through a Jeformation from th~ blast mat.riai propt'rtie, changed "nd Ih~rcfo,. il;; 
,urface prOJl<'ni~s "Iso clMngeu. I:l"",ause of this the reflccted beam (OCteu dift"rently on tl'" 
various f.Cctions 01 lh. plat~. The ,urn,". <c"n ther.fore ,e,ull~u in uilre,enl amount, of point 
cloud dala b"ing coll""'leJ from ll", uil1erenl scctions of Ihe plat~. 
Figures 30( a),JO(b) and Figur~s 3 I ("), 3 lib) :;how b,~'r im"ges oblai lied from lh~ ,canning 
an unpainl~u pble. The image C"plurcd in the right hand cam~ra is more vi,ibl~ lhan tiM of 
the len, This is bccalls. of II", ditt"rent vi"",ing direclion of I1ghl fimn thc platc, As ther. is 
missing uaw during s~mming> lhl:; carrie, thl'Ough to lh~ point con~,ponJen~~ process, Since 
most oflhe dala In Ihe lefl camera is mL ss ing lhe,. will b. many points in the nght cam~ra 












~' i l:uct lQ: F'~~Jr~ I~l show, ~ lose, Imt ;m~ge COl'iurerl by Ih. lefl_tmld Lm~J,(~ h !:" .. Ib) 
! hov. ~ the !;;s<r 1 me image aft., 1oIl cn"~ 
,,, ,OJ 
Figurr 30: fl.:"r~ la) , h(}w, a .. ~, lin. "l\~J;~ np'urt\d b} the righl-b.:",d "llag~. r 1t'1I1"\' lbl 










8.3 3-U reconstruction usi ng a laser spot 
One nflli<' probkm-' encountered in madline vision, is analy~ing an image which is caprurcd 
under poor wnditiOl1s, m tillS <.case with high lewis of spc<:ular reflectiol1_ Thls was one of 
the problems experienced when scanning the unpainted metal plates III this project. When 
th~ Ul1painkd hla~l plate wa, ~canncd u.sing a laser line. an incomplele recollstruction "flhe 
plate was obtained because of the surface's specular rcile<:tion, ThlS made the laser hne !lot 
vi-"ihk in the camera. However thi" was not always the case during the experiments calTied 
out. Another scanning metl1C>d was pro[I\J>cd. This involved replacing the Ja>er lin;; wllh a 
la>ef -"pot which was controlled manually so as to change the direction oftlle light accordmg 
to the shupe orthe -"urtace. 
As discussed in Chapter 2 the visibility of a laser poil1t depends 011 the matenal pror"'rtle~ 
and the angle of iocidencc, Thc material texture of the dome section 011 the hlast plate was 
different to that or the fiat ~eetion ~ee Figure 9 Tlli~ was because it was stretched during 
the blast. This made vlsibihty of thc laser beam on the fiat ~urface ckarer than that of the 
defonued pan, A lascr spot was directed towards the blast plate al1d a \'isible lmage of the 
spot was ohtained in hoth cameras. TillS was because of dlC intcnsity and angie of incidence 
the la'~r spot had in each instance. 
Tile unpmnted plate was scanned using ala-"er SpOi while changing the angle of incidence so 
as to gel a refiectiol1 In the camera~. 
8.3.] Project iw recon,tructions of the plate a~ a l1'sult of using a laser §pot 
Fi~urc J 1: Point cloud d.ta of the .urt'-ce '.CO"'tructIOll usi]]g a lase, .'poL 
Similarly using the calculated matrice~ P and P' a projectiw point cloud data of the unpainted 
plate was obtamed. The r~cc"'-"tructions obtail1ed ji'om scanning ll~ing a la~cr spot are shown 
in F il,'1lres 31 and 33. 
Fil,'1lre J I shows pomt cloud data of the rcconstTIl~ted blast plate obtamed by changing angle 
ofincidel1ce of the laser >[I{Jt. This shows that a more detailed surface recon~true\i"n is ob-











Figure 32: POInt do",i data Hl the x"} direl'IIOn (0 ,how p11tchLllCSS as a result or ",ing a 
manually pO'LtlOneJ la'~r sp"J(_ 
at 3 constant tilt. The disadvanlage of using a hand hdd l~ser spot to scan is th~t th~ surface 
coverage is inconsistent 3~ shoVi n in Figure 31. TillS is as a result of the mconsistent scannmg 
int~rvals that wer~ performed Ill3nually. In order to get a better present~tion of th~ surface, 
the point cloud data wa~ conwrtcd to a mc~h a~ .hown in Figure 33_ 
Figure 33: Image ofth~ rc,,",oLl~!ruct"d surfuce w the tom. of a 'liff. 
8.4 Estimating plan~ of bl'st-fil 
Figures 27( ~). 27( b) and 27( c) show the hu.-faee reconstruction of the paint~d bl ast piau. The 
gaps between each s!rip~ in th~ r~construct i on is due tu the varying sample interval caustd by 
the inconsistent mo\"ern~nt of the trackrpod Compared to the unpainted plate, the scanning 
of the pai nteJ pbk prodL.1ces a full r~ct'nsrruct]()n of th~ scan 
A numbtr of steps wert t.lken to ana ly"'c the accuracy or lhe reconstruction. One of th~se 
im()h~d estimating a plane of best fit for the: tlll ~ection of the plate. from "hich th~ highesl 
d~pth projection of tf>.;, dom~ s~cnon c~n be mferrd_ 











delbrm~d) T~ p()m l~ m I"I~ secllon wcr~ \:Xtfacled manual ly and .1 ptLn~ o f brsl hi "as 
rSIl nl.,Ird lor IIIe plait. TIlls is lilt same pbn.: f1'(>1II" hl~ h Iht h i~h~1 POI "lI of Ihe d01l1\' I~ 





t· i ~ " rt .14: Image, ' ho" llig plJ lI e oft1tosl til for the 11", ,ecnon of l~ pia '" 
is gil"!;'n ,n Fll!ure 35. This figure ;;ho"" Th~ plnnc in Ihe form Clf a besT_iii line wi.h lh ~ 3-n 
I""nb iiQu<:r<:d ~ .otmd the line. Measurcrnenl$ "'o:-rc C":lm e.J 0111 10 ~hO\\ how lhe ts"1 ,ma~ 
pl,lIle rdarc$ 1<:O lh<: clouJ poilll dl1.l "l hes-e arc ~ho"· n HI Tab .... I 
~.5 RC's ulls a nalysis 
Thi ~ .. !~tlOn compare> a meral bla.t pla re ("If de pth ·,n.4mll! to it> recon'tructicm le.uit. Fin;t 










Table 1: Results measurements of distances taken from best fit plane in different reconstruc-
tion instances of the painted plate. 
Diff scan data Ave dist of Pts from RMS error from best 
best fit plane (rum) fit plane (rum) 
Plate 1 0.473 0.537 
Plate 2 0.475 0.324 
Plate 3 0.369 0.272 
8.5.1 Analysis of the best-fit plane 
The estimated flat plane is assumed to be one pixel thick. The world points X in space, which 
are as a result of back projecting the rays from the corresponding points, are as a result of 
minimised error distance to hold the following equation x'TFx = O. 
Since real points have errors in them from detecting them, the constraint x'TFx = 0 does 
not hold. In order to estimate a depth for two corresponding points the distance d where the 
back projected rays are closest is minimised. Since the depth for the different corresponding 
points is an estimate of the midpoint where the rays are closest this will not enable points on a 
plane in the real world to all lie on the same plane. The other points will lie in the uncertainty 
region. Hence when estimating a flat plane the reconstructed points will be scattered about 
and on the ideal position of the flat plane. 
The dispersal of the cloud points from the plane of best fit is considered. For each recon-
struction, the RMS error of the point cloud data (on the flat section) from the plane of best 
fit is calculated. The results obtained are shown in Table 1. Different RMS error values are 
obtained for the different reconstruction data. A reason for this variation is inclusion of out-
liers in the result data that are lying too close to the correct data to be removed. A close-up 
distribution of the distance of the points from the plane is seen in Figure 35. 
It was found that the worst deviation error distance of the points from the best-fit plane was 
about 2mm. From Table 2 an average of O.378mm RMS error was obtained. This estimated 
plane was be used as a reference from which the highest point of the dome can be calculated. 
8.5.2 Depth Error of the height of the dome 
In Table 2, for the different reconstructions instances, the maximum point of the dome from 
plane of best-fit is obtained. For the painted plate in Table 2 the maximum point has an average 
value of 24.56mm hence giving it an average error of 1.16mm. The error in the measurements 
can be accounted for by: 
• The maximum point is referenced perpendicularly from the plane of best fit. Since this 











Table 2: Results of measurements of depth taken from 3 different reconstruction instances of 
the painted plate. 
Diff scan data Depth of dome Depth error re-Projection err of 
(mm) (mm) image points (pixels) 
Plate 1 24.89 1.49 6.57e-4 
Plate 2 24.27 0.87 6.68e-4 
Plate 3 24.52 1.12 6.60e-4 
• When extracting the laser image in the pixel co-ordinates it is assumed that the width of 
the laser image is one pixel, but this is not the case. In data processing for a wider laser 
stripe, the left most pixel of the stripe is considered as the required coordinate which 
might not be true. Its corresponding point in the second image is obtained using the 
epipolar constraint. The assumption of using the left most pixel incorporates error in 
the horizontal direction of the image plane. 
• Another cause of inaccuracy in measurements is the outliers that still exist in the recon-
struction even after outside noise has been removed. Some of these outliers are a cause 
of false reflections as a result of the poor paint colour of the plate. 
For the laser line reconstruction obtained for the unpainted plate, it was difficult to estimate 
the depth of the dome as there was missing data of the surface. For the reconstruction ob-
tained from laser spot scanning, the height of the highest 3-D point was calculated. This was 
found to be 23.23mm as opposed to the actual value of20.50mm for the unpainted plate. This 
gives geometric error of 2. 73mm. The error of the calculated height was based on a number 
of factors. One of these is multiple and false reflections off the plate since it has specular 
reflections. Another cause of such an error would be noise due to speckle caused by the laser 










9 System accuracy testing 
9.1 Comparison "ith simple object 
In order to ueU:mlille the system'> accuracy several ieI'll' where earned ouL Thc<;c included 
metric mea~urement, of an object (box), for example measuring height of one of the oox', 
faces and the angle betv.een the planes. A simple object was used to acces;c accl.lracy, so that 
the recoll<;tructjoll re,u!!, were ~traigh! forward and cOl1ld be compared for accuracy analysis. 
A box of height 44mm, width 44mm and length 78mm was CbO >ell to lllvetigatc the accl.lracy. 
Figure 36: Image of a box ll",d for accurJcy check. 
The wooden box is ,hown in Figure 36. The point cloud data of!he laces obtained are ,hown 
in Figure 37. Due to tbe angle ofille camera~, face ,1 and face 1J were the only faces tbm 
were reconstructed properly. Face C has a f ;:\>,' 3-D points. nll~ is because the laser intensity 
arriving and leaving face r: was not as ,trong a, tbm of face A and R, Thi s can bc cxplained 
using radiometr)' (Chapter 2). A ,urfaee rellects more energy collected while vI ewing a \.Ource 
lrontally compared to energy recel,'ed from a ,OUIce viewed t;mgentially A number of height 
mca~uremcnt~ of the face~ were taken and tabulated in order to calculate the averagc reading. 
~Ianual >election of the correct points used in calculating the height of the faces was done 
m the Matlab's figure window. \1anual selection of the }-D pomt~ for plaue e~ti mation was 
also done lD tlx: l\1atlab's figure "indow. Planes of best-fit from the reconstructed data were 
estimated for face A and B. Figure 38 shows tbe eSlinlated planes of m'o faccs and how 
the)' mter,ect with one another. From the plane c~timation process an equation of the plane i, 
obtained: Ax + Ry ~ Cz = D. The nonmls 'A,; B,' Gc] and 1,12: iJ,: r:2] obtained from the 
two plane equations are u~ed to calculate the angle bem'eeu tbe plaue,. The measured re~ults 
obtained for different recon~truction instances arc shown in Table 3. The calculated results arc 
rounded off to the nearest decinIaI place. The experimental points have been compared v.ith 
planes of bc,t-fit of the surface face~. The analysi~ of the mea~urements yielded an average 
perpendicular di~tance of 0 iimm from the plane. An estimate of the height wa, obtained 

















Fig" r.37: F'II"" wowmg po mt ci c)lId clntn "j' ' ecO "slr1.lC1~d rdee. oft l'" "'ooden bo~ from 
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Table 3: Table showing measurements obtained from the reconstructed box. 
Instances Height Height error Angle Angle error 
(mm) (mm) (deg) (deg) 
1 st instance 44.3 0.3 90.7 0.7 
2nd instance 44.0 0.0 90.4 0.4 
3rd instance 44.6 0.6 90.6 0.6 
9.2 Reprojection error 
The re-projection error is a measure of what is needed to obtain perfectly matching points 
that agree with the following equation x/TFx = O. This is done by minimizing the distance 
between the perfectly matched points X, ;(1 and the measured points x, x' by use of an invariant 
homography H in ;(1 = Hx. In order to look at the reprojection error, the 3-D points were 
taken into account. The point cloud data was transferred back to the normalized image plane 
using the following mapping; X = PX [9]. 
The results obtained were then mapped back onto the physical image plane of the camera. 
These are the 2-D reprojected data sets. The sets were then compared to the original 2-D 
data extracted from the physical images. The error between the original image data and the 
reprojected data was calculated and is presented in Table 4. Corner points from one of the 
Table 4: Table showing re-projection errors obtained from the different reconstructions. 
error in left image (pixel) error in right image(pixel) 
Corner pts of Checkerboard 0.4817 e~U4 0.4047 e~U4 
data pts of a box 6.6032 e~ocl 5.8848 e~04 
data pts of the metal plate 9.0562 e~04 9.0431 e~04 
checkerboard images were used to make a representation of the re-projection error. This is 
shown in Figure 40, where the cross 'x' is the original point image and the circle '0' is the 
estimated image point from re-projection. Figures 41 and 42 give a view of how the original 
image points and re-projected points align. The green is the original data, and the black 
is the re-projected point. The average re-projection error in the camera image frame was 
O.c±0-173e~04 for the right handed side and O.4818e~o4 for the left handed side of the box. This 
was caused by the error obtained when calibrating the rig and the distortion not accounted for 















t'igur~ 40: lmai!t d"lVI,nt ~"'J",- u"n of ~/)O'Slru""e" pOIn., f)f. ho~ t>ac l l0 on~I!,..1 
I'~mt; 
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HI Capabiliti es of the lep regis ll"lltio n algorithm 
This <,ectinn di<;.cu" cs !h ~ re~u 11\ llbta ined from I mpkrn~nti Ilg the IC P a11lM; [hm "n randomly 











3-D point cloud data obtained from reconstructing the blasted metal plate. Since the project 
was mainly run using Matlab, this section of the project was also done in Matlab. The approx-
imate times taken to run ICP algorithm on different sets of data are given for execution on a 
single-processor Intel Pentium computer with 512 Mega bytes of RAM 800MHZ. 
After the reconstruction of the blast plates the different data obtained were aligned using ICP 
algorithm to check for consistency. First two sets of data were generated randomly in 2-D and 
3-D to test the algorithm. The algorithm was then applied on the 3-D points of the blast plate. 
Results of the alignment are presented below. 
10.1 Applying ICP on randomly generated data 
In order to check that the ICP algorithm was functioning properly, it was first implemented on 
2-D data assuming known rotation and translation. For the two sets of data an initial rotation 
matrix and translation vector was estimated. In this project the initial rotation matrix is chosen 
randomly, and the difference in position of the center of mass for the two sets of data is chosen 
as the initial translation matrix. The "center of mass" I1x of the set X and "center of mass" 
I1x' of the set X' were estimated as shown below: 
Nx N x , 
~ 1 LX ~ 1 LX' Px = - ; andl1x' = -- i' 
N x N x' . ;=1 . ;=1 
(38) 
The transformation required to align the set of data points X with the set X' was calculated. 
This required choosing parameters such that they move points x' in X' to points x in X, such 
that the relationship x' = sRx + t is true between x and x'. The scalar s is assumed to be 
positive, so as to prevent reflections which are not permitted in this algorithm. 
10.1.1 Point set matching on 2-D data 
This section demonstrates the use of ICP on 2-D generated data. A set of 50 corresponding 
points was generated randomly using Matlab's function 'rand'. The values obtained were then 
multiplied by a 1000 to give a bigger working space. 
These were transformed through a rotation of 55 degrees then translated through t = [56; -107]. 
This produced an ideal set of data. Noise with a standard deviation of 0.2 and RMS of 0.3 was 
added to make it more realistic.The standard deviation value and the RMS distance was varied 
in order to check up to what value ICP would continue functioning. The original set of data 
was considered as set X. The transferred data set was considered as set X', where number of 
points N x = N x ' = 50. The ICP algorithm was implemented on the two sets of data to align 
the data. The initial rotation matrix was set to an identity matrix. The midpoint of the centers 
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Figure 42(aj show~ Ihe lWO sets of Jaw X and XI prior to legist ration. II'here set X is (he I'ed 
dUla and ~ et X'i, the blue dat3. Figure 42(hJ shows (h ~ two Ii,lta sets after registration. Ih~ 
aver:lg~ ermr between eorre~ponding poinis is O. 0~!17 and the av~['age tilT><: taken [0 carry ;jut 
the IeI' algorithm is I ,,)9:lsc~. 
Th~ amount or poinl cloud data "as increa<;erl from ,0 to 2.';0 in skps. ThIs WdS In "b,~n.·~ th~ 
dT~d an inc.n:a,c in daLa ha~ 011 the ,lV~rage di\lance em)]' and lim.: taken for Implem.:ntlng th~ 
leI' algorilhm. Since randomly g~nera[e" data was used. di~n"ions (i .~. millimd~~/meter<;) 
011 [h~ ~rror rcwIt, "as not inn-oduced. The re~uIts of the leT' algorithm for the differ~nt 
number, ofpOlnt;; ~re given in Jable 5. The tabk pJ'e,~nts the tilllC taken [0 carry out an lep 
~ 19orilhm in se~on,15 The number of jt~rations Ihe algorithm loops thr;jugh hefore r~arh ing a 
locJI mlmrna and the av~rage root mean .quare dIstance are also tabulated 
After impkmenting the leI' algnrithnl on the ge!!emted 2-D data, ~-D dJta was then con~id" 
"red. Tlk' same pTlKcdure at; before "'as used on the 3-D d.lta and th~ re8uitS are ,huwn in 











10.1.2 I'oint ~cl m~tchillg 011 3-D 
The s~m~ procedure in generating the 2-U data ,,~s also used In gcnaate the 3-D duta points 
(taking ~tandard deviation and RMS distance mEO aC"OIUltj Th~ ahgl1~d 3-D pomh ar~ shown 
in l'igUi e 43(bi, The ~alcl1laled results obtained during the algorithm are shown in Table 6, 
,. • . ~-, 
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Fig" re 4.1: (al SIi(NS lWO sets of ''<1n~"mly gCl1cl'<1kd data In J-D belore ~ Ilgnrucnl, (h) ",ho,,·~ 
how the two UMU '~lS ~ I i.en al\~r heinJ! r~gj>terc'l us 1nJ! rep al;:o mhm 
nbl. 6: Output results from IeI' of Jlff~rent amounts ofulJ}lIt paml' m 3-D. 
iNo. or"~Il(lom No, or AVCL1lge diM,."", ) Dllr~l'on ofTCP 
I palms l!CIllliotlS , error (mm) algofllhm (scC! 50 6 • 0.0226 3.9360 
"0 II 0.0248 3.9260 
J <;0 " 0.0248 5.mo 250 " 0.0237 8.3420 450 18 0.0247 14,5010 
I 0.1.3 AII ~ lrsb of th e r~ IIdOlllly ~i lll ul~led data 
I he algorithm was tesled on lh.' synthdic data and showed good cc)j",,,rg"nce between points 
~s discussed below, From figut'e~ 42(b) a!ld 43(b) the corrtsponding data sets were able to 
a ligned wi lh an a\'crag" Eudid~an di, lunc~ ~rL'(1l or 0 ,0 I' I ~nd OJ);! I in 2-D and 3-D Ie, p~c­
tively The ~!Tor cornputrd wa, the average Rr.-IS di,tan~e computed betw~en th~ cl(lse~t 
pornts "btain~d. The optmui situution ii thut alllh~ di:ltan;;n ure LeW. From Tabks 5 and 6. 
the dislance error r~Sllll, obl~incd ,how that for .each mndmnly g~neralcd dal~ a correct loca l 










time taken increa,e, with ~n incre.lse in the numher of jXl]mS in lcP J.lgorithm Thc incr~a,c 
m it~ration i8 not linearly re lakd to the inLT~Jse in numbn ofjX,int~ , Tabk85 anu 6 shm' 
[hm for a 6~t of ,,0 jX,ims, locating the close6t JX>mts takes longer for t"o data sets when the 
dirn,;nsi')n is incr~as~d li'om 2-D to J-D i .~ 2-D 50 jX,ints ~ L5!)s~c, 3-0;)0 p"ints - 2 .!:H,,~~. 
Thi, is ~cau~ anOfher dimension is in troduced incr~asing on computation time. 
• 
• 









Figure 44: (a) eho\" a In",." ,e( or randomly genem!,(] dala in .1-D t>efore <lhgnmwt Ih) 
,h,w., how !h~ 1>.'.0 <laId o¢t, do nC>l "e~;'L¢' ~I\"r being regi,! ~",d us'''g ICP nl!;",.!hm 
Figure 44(a} shows the n:~u1ts of trying to al ign a largc data ,et of 1000 randomly generated 
point8. Flgur~ 44(b) ~how~ that Ihe comxtlocai minimum was not reached III this nan~k It 
Was JI80 Ob8el'\'~d that the datJ sets did not align "h~n the 't~ndard deviation was increa~ed 
to O.il. 
10. 1.4 Conei",;on on the 'yullt et iea 11) generated data 
From Table 5 and 6. it ~an be concllKkd th~t wilh an mcreasc in points lhe numhn or itera-
tions increases, hence increaslllg the 1ime taken to perronn the Ie? iter-ation,. The algorithm 
reach"" a loc:l1 minim~ which l~ nOll-zero. Thi~ i~ b~cau8e ofth~ noi8e pr~sent III lh~ data. 
It is :ll!;o staled in III th~t with an :lmbtguous shapcd data sct. it i, hard to obtain regi,trali(,n 
ora larg~ d~ta 8d irthe data ,et i, iatge, This is th ~ case and i~ shown in Figure 44(b). Wh~n 
the datu S~I of a 8)l11thetic 3-D data sct \\'as m("-ea,~d to 11)(10 points. it b~("am e dit'fiwlt t(1 
find aiignrnenl. T he J\'eTag~ RMS errur in the abu\c case W~, G~), 1 L Huwl!\-'er witb data with 
stTllcture this is not thc cas~, as wi ll hc ,hown I,ith an example from the hlast plate point data 
in th~ coming sel1io[], 
10.2 Applyin:.: ICP on measured data set 
In this scction thc ability of Ie? algorithm to r~gist~r lbc real mea8urcd d~ta ortb~ metal plate 











I'he lep ~Igo,;thm w~s written such that it tah, the s~m~ numbt:r (,fpuints fur Ih~ two sds 
of data_ In order to use the same number of Input, the sam~ number of point~ wel1:C cho,en 
randomly from th~ two data ,ets Figllr~ 45 ,haws the (,1',1 two sd. ofme~sur~d point cloud 
data pnorto r~gislTati(ln_ Tho: gT~en cwss~s('x') denote :;et X and the red dots (-) set X'. The 
number ofoU1l~rs in the input data was minimized a~ this kad~ to bigger distan~e errors or 
caus~s Cl)nVerg~nce (0 \h~ incorrect lucal mi nimmn. A di ffcrent numbt:1 uf poi nlS w~r~ tak~n 
from the twu set~ and in cr~ased \0 ,how how this .,fkct~ th~ tim~ taken All initial set ,,(() of 
Figur~ 45: f(~JI C!)mpl "t~ pomt, cloud dJta of s~t X ,md X' ~f"", lcr 
poim~ was randomly chos~n from both set X and X' as shown In figllre 46. In order to be 
SUl'~ ThaT atl ~<I,t fairly even number of point;; are sek cted Ii-om all the mt~s OfTh~ ;;urfuce, the 
dala S~tIS di,ided "'to ten equal palis. This sectiunlng is possible as the d'H,' is slored in an 
orderly manner i,e. from the negJtive x -c oordinal~s to the po~iti\'e x-coor<lilldtes_ The same 
random number is cho~(1l from each (,f the~e ~ection~ to make Pllt the [>1)11 poinl~. The lep 
Figure ~6: 500 mndomly ch[)s~n )"'IIlI' from bc-.th set X ~nd X'. 
algorithm ,,"ii, applied to this new set or.-,OO points 'With th~ follo"ill1\ tennill<1tion criteti~; 
• Iter.He until the point distilnce ~rror i, ks, thiln -ii~~, . 
• for six con~eclllive ikratioll, the p',int dislanc~ error doc, tlot change in the hundred 










A fl<I ruunin!,l llr~ re p' algoolhm .... 1If> ;In i"' ha l lr:'l"~f(>nnalj,,n Itl r - fl it I. Ih< Inull ~ shu" n 
III Tab le 7 "cn: ornalr;ed The Ifl lallon ffi JIrI.\ and IT;tnslallun ~«"" fhal wu u~d 10 ~ h!ln 
T ~bl ~ 7. Rc~"r", oncp lor d ilfefent 1l1",l\)l'N or run(lomly >eb:!~d 3-u POInt ctou.l d:lI~ from 
~ co"'r"'l~ n",a,u red ,lot", 





No;>, o;>f I Avt'r. lt:e Il.\.1S 
He(d t IOIlS. ~rrMI "' ml 
3& r ,?H~ 
lIZ I om 
91 1,1 0 1 
149 1.(1)26 
Ullrnlion of 





s"bl".el X on sub«". X' " -JS applied on Ihe .... ' f> '>le of SCI X 10 !'.I.'C fn..· L'"Omplcle alrgnmcnl "f 
SCI X orr ~ X'. l'illurr 48 shows «:1 X 1I1i{;n.:d On 51:1 X' u.ing the 1r3nslorm:ll",n "blJlII.:J 
frl'm ;,hlllllllg Ihc .)IX) rm' dOOll y chn~1l p!J i nl~ nus IS 10 JIll L"i1ip lt if. "ull a "iJe! cm~fa!le 
of rmillls. I h~ root mean ~lJare error (RMSF ) willll< J ift"rent. Th~ rt"ll uh of llllS ;/n~ly;;ts 1~ 










10.3 Analyzing results of registered point cloud data of the blast plate 
10.3.1 Analyzing choice of local minima 
From the results of the registration the average error was greater than lrnrn. By examining the 
results in Figure 48, it can be seen that the right half of set X is not exactly aligned onto set 
X'. The flat section of the plate on the left is however properly aligned. In this case the point 
cloud data found its local minimum on the left half in the flat section of the plate. The top 
section is not well aligned; this is caused by outliers. If the randomly selected sets have more 
distribution of points in a particular section the algorithm weights that section more heavily. 
To minimize this effect a number of random selections were made, each time with a different 
number of points. The results of the alignments are presented in Table 7. 
The algorithm reaches a local minimum with an average distance error of 1.26rnrn as calcu-
lated from Ta1:Jle 7. As was shown with the synthetically generated data, an increase in the 
number of points results in an increase in the time taken to perform ICP. 
10.3.2 Analyzing computational approaches and time taken 
The algorithm does not take into account the extra points or the ordering of the points because 
it tries to pair a given point to its closest point from the other set. The initial estimation of the 
rotation and translation is very important, as this determines whether the data (registration) 
will converge or diverge. In order to try different initial rotation matrices and translation 
vectors, CPU time for local matching and point order insensitivity is compromised. If every 
possible correspondence is tested in order to find the best local match, this registration would 
reqUIre 
(Nxi - Nx)! 
(39) 
operations of the basic least square match [1]. An example to explain this is shown below. 
From one of the previous experiments on 2-D registration, given Nx' = 50 and Npx = 50, 
this task would take 50! = 3.0414e+o64 registration operations, if every correspondence for 
every point is considered. Using ICP the above registration required only 7 iterations and took 
a time of 1.592 seconds as shown in Table 5, since the initial state was already a member of 
the equivalence class of global minimum. However, if other options of initial rotation and 
translation are considered, as suggested in [1] Besl, these registrations would each have a 
certain number of iterations depending on whether the initial transformations are in the global 
rrurumum. 
This would be time consuming, so an initial rotation of zero degrees and a translation of the 
center of mass of the two sets of data is instead used because from Figure 46 the positioning 
of the two data sets in the initial position is not far apart. Hence a translation is used instead 
as part of the initial transformation. Only one initial rotation and translation are used in this 











10.4 IeI' rl'gistratilln 1111 surface rt'clJilstructiun of other ohjeds 
Ana looking al how the rep algori thm works on the pomt cloud dilld <if the bla"tplatc it "a~ 
te~tcd on tilt point cloud full 01" Oth ~l obj~ct" to "ec how il Jdilpts. A I~nni~ ball was chosen 
bttause of its simple form. i.e round and sm()()th. 
10 ..... 1 Registration of cloud point data of 3 t~Ullis hall 
"ig ur~ 49: Image of th~ k nm; ball th.l! " i nt rod\lc~rl for cornpan,on 
A ttnnis ball was clamp~d on a ,land a, shown HI Figur~ 49 ilnd wa~ ~cann~d from tWll 
ditrer~nt angles using the iicaLln~r. 3-D ,-econ>!ructions of lhi:: t~lllli:; bJIl li·om lh~ ditrer~nt 
vi,ws were obtai ned Till" was dOlle in order to obtall1 di ffnent o,.itnt~tions of the tenn is ball ·, 
~urfa~~ rc:construction. The surfJce reCOllstrucl10l1S obt~ill~ d ih)m the scannillg are sllo',;n ill 
Fi£urc 50 
Figu rt 50: 3-D pomt ci"lld Ikll<l 0bt"j n~d frolll scaunm ... a t.lIlIl, b"ll at JIfferelll on~malloIl:!. 
{The red p0l111s mOly the ii,,,,! >;C~l\ '" o"~ v,ew an" {ile hh,. s<"m ,how the pom{ c\o"J d"!" uf 
Mo,her Vl . " J. 
The lCP algorithm was then used to "b,crw whelh~t the two scan, of the ,am~ object could 











of inpllt data. There were approximatdy l i:i . 0011 -,-D points for one data set and IG. Ooo for 
th~ oth~r, Smce th~ algorithm tahs in the 5a1Tk: numb~r of points, the same numbtr of points 
w~r~ randomly selected from th~ two sets of d~ta to ~stltnat,; a transformation Ihat aligns set 
om: with set two. rhis is ~4uuny done flor different ntlmlxrs ofpoil1li> to investigate how it 
affects the time tak~n and the point distance errol. These results arc recorcted in Table g. An 
image of tfte two sets of al igned 3-D p.~ints oflhe tcnllis ball altgned are shown in Figure 51, 
Fi gur~ 51: tmage ,howlllg the re:su It' oo t"illed from "lignmg pomt set·one {ren points) \\ a ll 
POint ,et-two tbille pOlllIS) of (lifferelK sur6ce recommlCllOn, 
n ble S, ReiHl II, of! CP for (litrer~nt number of r~ndom l} ,decteJ 3 -D pomt cloud dala from 
lhe data POUltS oflhe tC IHli, b~ l l 
No. ofran(lo m No. of Average R\,fS DlI,,"on oflCP 
\-'<lInts itcmtion. error Imn1) alg:ortthm (sec) 
_.. --_.-
500 '" ().')]6~ 16.~() 1000 )0 U,9013 29.% 
3000 ,~, 0.9088 260 I.' 
'000 
I 
' 00 (),~9J 1 20U,01 
1.'i()()() GO 0.8912 446,7~ 
10.4.2 Atl~I~·L itlg t h ~ reg iSfration 
Th~ nUtnb~1 of iterations is Il<)t directly re1 i1kd to the time tak~n as shown in Tabl~ 8. Ttenni(ms 
dep~ntl on the ll11tnt>er of lransftlflnatl(lTli> the m~asur~d pllints go through to be aligned. Th~ 
tim~ taken depelltiS OIl Ihe t\ltal tinle it tak e~ t\l "aklt l at~ the closest distance and then ~stimat~ 
a tral1sr()nn~non for every iteration 
10.:; Conclu sions ma de on the fCP algurithm alignment 










I. The average mean ,quare error of O.9169mm obtained from aligning the tennis ball 
point cloud data i, smaller than that "fthe metal plate. This is because oflhe simplicity 
oflhe reconstruction ofrhe hall. 
2. The reason why tbe error is not well minimized L, because of outliers. Even after remov-
mg background nOIse when preproces,ing the captured Images as ~xplaincu in Section 
7.5 , th~re arc still ,,,me outliers WlllCh arc 1(10 close to the rest of the data set . 
• • 
rigure 52: Time llIken \0 perform lCP algonthm using different numhcr ofp<linl' chose" a, 
suhscts 
3. The en-or on aYenlge ooes not reduce with the number of random points selected for the 
,nitial transfonnation. This I, because the IeI' algorithm continuously find, the closest 
points it can align the data ,elS. Hence whenever there is a new randomly _,elected 
data the possibility of having an exact alignment will not increase with the number of 
points. Tills is because the increased random points cho,en do not neces,arily have the 
correct corresponiling points in the other set. This uncertainty makes the error calculated 
unpredictable. 
4. Whcn choosing a large sct of rantlom points (i.e. (i(XI and above) in the recon,nucted 
point cloud data. the point distance error e,timatcd is less than the point distance error 
estimated from the synthetic data. Tills is because, even if the points in the recon,tructcd 
data arc rantlomly chosen, they deline a shape. The synthctically generated data have 
no model shape and hence do not obey the surface equation that would m<Xk1 the ob-
ject. Since the synthetic points are fearurcic.ls the crror distance bet.veen points will be 












The conclusions presented below are made on the findings obtained in this thesis. 
The overall conclusion that can be made from the investigations in this thesis is that a surface 
reconstruction of a blast metal plate can be made using a low cost stereo-rig. The accuracy of 
the results obtained depends on the conditions under which the reconstruction is made. The 
conditions include controlled lighting of the experiment room, surface properties of the metal 
surface reconstructed and careful calibration of the stereo-rig. The stereo-vision method using 
two cameras is ideal as it reduces the influence of mechanical moving parts on the accuracy 
and the stability of the system. 
Different reconstruction results are acquired under different conditions. As the blast plate has 
specular properties the point cloud data obtained from reconstructing an unpainted plate was 
incomplete. This is because information is lost during scanning as the plate surface has poor 
reflection properties. These properties lead to: 
• false image reflection hence false reconstructed data and measurements . 
• poor laser image due to mirror-like reflection on some parts of the metal surface and 
hence incomplete reconstruction. 
For the scanning experiments results using a laser spot, it is concluded that specular reflection 
is view dependent and can cause large intensity differences at corresponding points in stereo 
images. This is why there were not always corresponding points in both images for every 
laser spot directed on the metal surface when the angle of incidence is changed. However, 
different concavity of the surface can lead to false reflections which lead to mismatching, and 
eventually cause significant depth errors. 
Apart from outliers, a correct and complete reconstruction was obtained from a painted blast 
plate. This is because the optical surfaces of the object determines the performance of the 
laser scanner, as shown by the reconstructions obtained for the painted and unpainted metal 
plate. A total Lambertian surface with a highly reflective index is ideal for laser scanning. 
The ICP algorithm used to align two sets of data worked better for the randomly generated data 
compared to the measured data. This is because of the presence of outliers in the measured 
data. After using ICP algorithm to align the different reconstructions it can be concluded that 
the different surface reconstructions obtained at the different instances are consistent. This is 
because of the small average root mean square distance between points. From Figure 27 the 
two sets of data are seen to align. The error obtained after the algorithm reached the local 
minimum was introduced by the fact that every point in one reconstruction did not necessarily 
have a corresponding point in the other reconstruction, hence introducing a distance error 
from its closest point. 
The accuracy of the system is highly dependent an the accuracy of the calibration. The cal-











the camera's view, it was observed that a re-projection error of up to 3 pixels was obtained 
depending on the angle of tilt. Because of lens distortion it is difficult to estimate tilted comer 
points when doing comer extraction. If these images are used in the calibration process they 
add the pixel error. From this it can be concluded that the type of checkerboard images used 
in the calibration process should be considered for accuracy. 
Accurate laser line extraction is one of the key processes of reconstruction. In this project, 
the laser was mostly extracted using the maximum intensity-value method. This means that 
the reconstructed results depend on the camera resolution. For a row on the laser image that 
had more than one column of a threshold intensity, an averaging of the pixel was done. This 
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